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WASHINGTON AP ) — President Ford formally asked Congress today to vote a record
peacetime budget deficit of $52
billion for fiscal 1976 and signed
a "plain truth" economic report that painted the gloomiest
-picture yet of the nation's all,ing fiscal health.
In presenting the $349.4-billion budget, Ford forecast ris-

WINS SWEEPSTAKES—The Calloway County High School Speech Team
took sweepstakes honors at the seventh annual
Nathan B. Stubblefield Speech tournament at Murray High School Saturday. Henry
County placed second, Union County
third, and Trigg County fourth. The host school does not participate in its
own speech tournament. Individual awards were
presented to 13 Laker team members Kathie Broach and Renee Tobey in
original oratory: Sandy Bibb and Sandra Stark in impromptu acting Lisa Turner in poetry; Ressa Buchanan in storytelling Teresa Moody
and Robin Bryan in dramatics; Jim Davis
in broadcasting Candy Hargis and jobeth Norwood in grab bag Pam
Robertson and Teri Erwin in duet acting. Awards were
presented by Supt. Fred Schultz, Principal Eli Alexander, and Murray High Speech
Coach Alan Beane.
(sun Photos is David iiilf)

painful measures necessary to
retain good economic health."
In a noontime ceremony in
the Oval Office, Ford signed
the annual economic report of
the President, scheduled for release on Tuesday. He said projections in the report show
"that we will have turned the
economy in a new and more favorable direction well before
the end of this year."
„ He menlioned several of the
projections, saying total proing unemployment and
even dtiction between mid-1975 and
the end of 19?6 should increase
Wire rapid inerthi-eiiiteits"
by a 5 per cent annual rate,
Of living.
He proposed remedies to re- adding some 2 million workers
Cession, inflation and energy to the nation's payroll "so that
ahortages, saying "they require
America to turn in a new
direction."
Ford again asked Congress
for prompt action and sail:
"From all Americans we must
ask for perserverance and a
willingness to tolerate some

Ford's Oil Import Tariffs
Food Stamp Prices, VIII!" Be
Tested _kr:Congress This-Week
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OUTSTANDING COACH—The Outstanding Coach award
at the Nathan B. Stubblefield Speech Tournament Saturday
went to Calloway County's Larry England. England was
presented the award at the seventh annual event, sponsored by Murray High School. At left is Randy Herndon, captain of the Speech Team, with the sweepstakes award won
Saturday by the Calloway County team.
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DENVER CITY, Tex. i AP)
— Nine persons tried frantically to outrun death and almost
made it, but leaking gas.from
an oil well wafted through the
fog and drizzle and killed them.
Tom Merrill, who saw death
coming. gathered his wife and
Iwo sons and escaped.
Eight of the dead were found
outside a house, about 50 yards
from the Merrill home and 200
yards from the leaking wellhead.
Dressed in bed clothes, they
tried to flee through the rain to
safety about 5 am. Sunday.
Five were found in one car, two
in a pickup truck, and the
eighth had fallen under the
truck.
-The house showed all the
way through desperate efforts
were made to leave," one wit-

Weather Forecast
Mostly cloudy and cool with
rain likely tonight and Tuesday.
Low tonight in the low and mid
30s and high Tuesday in the low
Outlook Wednesday through
Friday: Cloudy with a chance
of showers and a cooling trend
throughout the Period. High
Wedneaddrin the 40s antrStIr
lowering to the 30s by Friday.
Lows Wednesday in the 30s and
40s, lowering to the teens by
Friday

ness said. "Chairs were overturned and beds rumpled."
The ninth victim, an oil field
worker sent to investigate the
leak, was found dead in his
pickup truck.
The dead were identified as
J.C. Patton, 45; his wife,
Glenda, 36; their daughter,
DeeDee 17; Clara Peevey, 14,
DeeDee's friend; Pete Amerson, 48; his wife Edith, 40, of
Portales, N.M.; J.R. May, 57;
his 56-year-old wife; and Eugene Sparger, 19, the oil field
worker.

McDougal To Be
At Murray High
To Discuss Aid
Johnny McDougal,director of
student financial aid at Murray
State University, will be
available at Murray High
School on the morning of
Wednesday, Feb. 5, to talk to
individual students about
financial aid opportunities at
Murray State.
He will be in the office of Mrs.
Charlotte Barker, counselor,
from 8:30 a.m to noon on that
date. Students interested in
stildeiiPloymencrihts or
loans for the summer terni of
1975 or the 1975-76 school year
are invited to talk to him at that
time.

WASHINGTON (API — The
Ford administration's boosts in
oil import tariffs and food
stamp prices will be tested in
Congress this week.
House Democrats also are expected to clear the way for
creation of a select House-committee to investigate alleged
improper CIA and FBI surveillance. The Senate already has
created such a committee.
And members of Congress
are expected to devote some
study to President Ford's $349
budget, proposed today,
for the next fiscal year.
The House is to vote Tuesday
on blocking Ford's increase of
the price of food stamps and
Wednesday or Thursday on
blocking his oil import tariff
hike for 90 days.
The White House has indicated Ford would veto the bill
suspending his action to cut
down American oil consumption
by forcing a price hike.
Ways and Means Chairman
Al Ullman, 1)-Ore., has said

Two More Sales
Set On Murray.
Tobacco Market

Congress could not muster the The House leadership has aptwo-thirds vote needed to over- pointed a task force to draft
ride a veto.
such a program within a
The White House has not said month.
whether Ford would veto the ' Ford ordered the oil tariff inmeasure to block the hike of crease, starting with a $1-a-barthe cost of food stamps.
rel increase effective last SatStamp costs would go up to urday, as part of his effort to
313 per cent of recipient fami- cut U.S fuel consumption and
lies' net incomes from the lessen dependence on foreign
present average 23 per cent, ef- oil.
fective March 1.
The tariff would go up to $2 a
The House bill would block barrel next month and then $3
the increase by 'freezing food a barrel in April. The Whitestamp prices.
House estimates the $3 increase
The House move to block will drive fuel prices up about
Ford's boost of oil import tar- 10 cents a gallon.
iffs for 90 days is designed to
In an effort
,to make its 90give Congress time to come up clay blocking action veto-proof,
with its own energy program the Ways and Means Committee attached it to a federal
debt limit increase that Ford
must have by Feb. 18.
That is the day the Treasury
p Department expects the federal
debt to hit the present limit of
The theft of a motorcycle wa., $495 billion. The requested ininvestigated by Murray City crease would set the ceiling at
Police over the weekend, ac- $531 billion
cording to department reports
A 125cc trailbike was reported
stolen from Barry Travis, 1407
Vine, who said the bike was
taken from the porch of his
home.
•
Police also investigated the
theft of a .410 shotgun from the
home of Keith Graves, Green
Gerald I,. Miller, who for six
Mrs May was the mother of Acres.
years has been Regional
Investigations
are
continuing
Mrs. Patton and Mrs. .Amerson
into these incidents, according Librarian for the Purchase
Cas Windham, area superLibrary District housed in the
to police.
visor for Atlantic Richfield,
Calloway
County
Public
which owns the well about 3
library,has accepted a position
miles from Denver City in the
in Covington.
Texas Panhandle, said the
Miller also served as Inhydrogen sulfide and carbon
formation Director of the pilot
dioxide fumes leaked from an
Project KENCLIP during the
experimental injection well in
past year, a service which
which Atlantic Richfield was
Murray firefighters were extends over 13 counties in the
using gas instead of water to called
to White Hall on the Pennyrile and Purchase Area.
recover more oil.
Murray State University The project now has six
Sparger, employed by Atlan- campus Sunday
districts in the state and
at 915 a. m
tic Richfield, apparently drove according to department logs
Miller's new position will be in
into the area and was overThe second floor blaze was this same capacity based in the
come attempting to leave, reported to be a
mattress on fire Kenton County Public Library
Windham said.
and was extinguished with the located in Covington.
Gaines County Coroner D.H. booster and CO2. Four trucks
KENCLIP is a reference
(See Deaths, Page 12)
and 26 men answered the call service given by libraries over
the state where the Information
Director helps make seven
million books available to all
citizens as they are requested.
Mr. and Mrs Miller arid
daughters Kathy, 14, and Julie.
12, will leave soon for their new
home.",
Mrs. Jenne Wise has been'''.
hired by the Kentqcky
Department of Library & Archives to replace Miller in this
Position. Mrs. Wise is a 1974
graduate of Murray State
University.
Brenda
graduate of Murray State
MA X Hurt, Chairman of the Calloway County Public libran
University,
is now District
Board of Trustees, presents Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Miller with
Librarian for the Purchase
gifts at a dinner held Thursday night in honor of Mr. Miller
Library District which serves
who is leaving Murray for another position.
six counties.

Made By Polic

unemployment — though still
high — will be going down."
"We estimate a rate of inElation between December of
1974 and December of 1975 of a
little more than 9 per cent,"
Ford said as he signed the eco•
nomic report.
"While these projected figores present no rosy picture,
they forecast the real improvement we expect in the coming
months ...," Ford.said.
"You will find no attempt to
evade the plain truth here. The
figures' Used are hottest and
conservative, — and we hope to
do better than the forecast."
Earlier, as he signed the
budget, Ford replied to sharply
critical initial reaction from
Congress by saying: "These
are not normal times and the
measures I propose — to give
the economy a boost with tax
rebates and reductions, and to
provide greatly expanded assistance to the unemployed —
are responsible for some of the
deficit. Lagging receipts from
Holmes
Ellis,
general tax revenues
contribute to most
manager of the West Kentucky
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers' of the
cit."
Association, announced teday
The President warned Conthat there will be two more
sales of dark tobacco on the gress that the deficit "will be
even larger" if it fails to go
Murray market.
along "with reductions totaling
which I have redri
hlsesv
ciar7
,1,tZlis
iVe
sa:711arl
:
ti -jille'-f,1u7ested
'n
.„
final clean-up sale will be
And, he warned: "If we are
February 13, on the three
to achieve long range economic
Murray floors.
stability in this country, free
Mayfield's sale will. be—
from ever-rising inflation, we
permanent
Th
cleur
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ar
also be on Feb. 13
penditures."

Ford said government expenditures "are controllable if
the Congress and the President
join together to hold down excessive spending."
Because of the size of the
deficit, Ford said he was pre• .'to go far beyond custom
pared
and good manners in pledging
my utmost cooperation" with
the Congress to help stimulate
the economy and reduce the
rate of federal spending.
In the initial Congressional
reaction, Rep. Al Ullman, 13Ore., chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee, said it
was "highly doubtful" that Can(See Budget, Page 12)

Grand Jury
Chosen For
Circuit Court
The Grand Jury for the
February term of Calloway
Circuit Court was selected this
morning as court opened in
Murray.
J. Matt Sparkman was named
foreman of the Grand Jury, and
will serve with Mrs, Jo Prince.
John Clendenon, Alan Poole,
. James Biggs, Donald Crawford,
Gary Smith, Mrs. J. D. Outland,
Martha Nell McCuiston, Mrs.
Thelma Bailey, Billie Brice,
and Giles Jackson.
The Jury will make its report
and return indictments Thursday morning.

Fourth In Audubon Series To
Be Presented Thursday Night
"Wildlife By Day -and flight"
is the title of a film and lecture
by Steve Maslowski to be
presented at Murray State
University Thursday, Feb. 6, as
the fourth in a series of
programs by the National
Audubon Society on the campus
this year.
Scheduled at 7 p.m. in the
auditorium of the University
School, the lecture-film sponsored by the Department of
Biological Sciences is open to
the public at no admission
charge.
A full length motion picture
I approximately 90 minutes),
the Audubon Wildlife Film
chronicles both the day and
night activities of a wide variety
of wildlife in the Midwest, including many scenes from
Kentucky, during the different
seasons of the year.

and brother, .Pete,* use timelapse photography and natural
sound effects to show that the
dynamic, tireless world of
nature is never-ending. As some
animals retire with sunset,
others awake and replace them
in forests, fields and waterways
as part of a ceaseless cycle of
survival and life.

owlstend young in their riiirsery
stubs.
The Maslowslcis have worked 'from the Canadian border to
Florida and from the Rockies to
the Carolinas, but they have
covered Kentucky and Ohio
almost county by county and
insect by insect.
Scheduled Thursday, March
The perpetual motion of 20, the final film-lecture of the
wildlife shown in the film in- year in the Audubon series by
cludes, by day, brilliant yellow Richard Kern is entitled .
warblers feeding caterpillars to "Florida Cypress Sanctuarytheir young, albino and Fisheating Creek."
melanistic grey squirrels exploring the forests, and box
TODAY'S INDEX
turtles outs-acing and subduing
One Section Today
millipedes.

By night, frogs and toads
sing, legions of cicada nymphs
swarm up trees to complete
metamorphosis and begin their
courtship
rituals
which
culminate almost 17 years of
Maslowski, his father, Karl, life underground, woodcock
who is also a prominent probe the earth for nightAudubon Wildlife Film lecturer, crawlers, and great-horned

Local Scene.
Dear Abby
Horoscopes
Editorials
Sports.
. 6, 7,
Comics, Crossword. . .10
Classifieds
10, 11
Deaths & Funerals. . 12

Clam% as-Me autP.Matrefilltrivafr6USTIrItt-CCWOO'n;y the
student body, in an election
sponsored by the taker Annual Staff, were ferry White, son
of Mr. and Mrs. lames White, and
Miss Vicky Butterworth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs, Jimmy
Butterworth. Both are seniors at
Calloway County High School.
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Pence ratchets And
Students Attend
Meet At Memphis

Lc

Ko

Mrs. Lyndia Cochran, Mrs.
Kay Taylor, and Miss Debbie
Dodd, dance teachers in the
area, attended the Southern
Association of Dance Masters
held at the Rivermont, Memphis, Tenn., over the past
weekend.
While there they took an eight
hour course and selected
costumes for the annual spring
recital.
Sttakmts attending were Jane
Vi'agar, Kathy Harding, Sandra
Stott, Sisterly Paschall, and
Jill Austin.
Miss Austin modeled for Leo's
of Chicago at the style show
held on Sunday.
Accompanying the group
were Mrs. Janice Austin and
Mrs Linda Harding.

Dr. Roos Will

Speak Tuesday
The United Methodist Women
,-tf the First Church, Murray,
will meet Tuesday, February 4,
at ten a.m, in the Hale Chapel.
Dr. David C. Roos will be the
guest speaker with his subject
being the NEEDLINE, local
telephone counseling service to
help persons with any type of
. special needs,- -A coffee will be held at +30
a.m in the social hall.
The Executive Board will
meet at nine a.m. on Tuesday.
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Kirksey Woman, Mrs. io_u_
Treas, Has 90th Birthday

Mrs. Lou Trees, formerly of
Mrs. Treas is in real good
the Kirksey Community, obhealth and makes one round trip
served her 90th birthday on
Sunday, January 26, at
Brighton, Mich.,(where she is
staying with her son, Henry
Treas, a the' presenttime.
The Calloway County lady
was born January 26, 1885,
Marshall County to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Burnett. She was
married February 25, 1912, to
Tom Treas, who died January
17, 1956. They lived most of their
forty-four years of married life
near Kirksey.
Mr. and Mrs. Treas had eight
HOSPITAL PATIENT
,Miss Sherry Adams of children and four who are still
Murray has been a patient at living are Mrs. Curtis ( Ruthie )
Mohler of Kirksey, Mrs. Rex
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
( Beulah) Turrentine of Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Earl (Frances)
Crick of Hardin, and Henry
Treas of Brighton, Mich.
She has fourteen grandMrs. Lou Trees
children, twenty-four great
to Michigan every year most of
grandchildren, and one great the time by
herself, a family
. great grandchild.
-member said.

PERSONALS

Mother Goose
Adventures in
Fashion

Lisa Hopkins entertains Todd Yates at the Home Economic
s
Department of Murray High. The Freshman Child Developm
ent
Classes of Mrs. Sally Crass under the direction of substitute
. Mrs.
Myra Yates, and Student Teacher, Nancy Horwath, had as their
guests pre-school children and their mothers for the "Day
With a
Child" classroom experience. Lisa Is the daughter of
Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Hopkins of Murray while Todd is the son of
Mr. and
Mrs. John Yates of Murray

COOKING Bessie Tucker
IS FUN Circle Meets,
Diuguid Home
_ay CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
LOW-CALORIE DINNER
Chicken Broth Plus
Fish Fillets
Snap beans
Fruit Salad
Beverage
CHICKEN BROTH PLUS
Inspired by Oriental cuLsine.
4 cups clear fat-free
chicken broth, preferably
homemade
2 ounces cooked ham, cut In
thin strips
8 water chestnuts (4 of
8-ounce can, cut in thin
strips)
Thin strips from rind
t. yellow part only of
or whole lemon
Thinly sliced green tops
from 2 scallions
Heat the broth; add remaining ingredients and reheat.
Nice served in Oriental soup
bowls or in bouillon cups.
Makes 435-4esnings.

!fru inn. /hitt,

Bosom Is Bare For Cardin

Sale
•
Be/A't Ce,tp,

-By ALISON LERR1CK
PARIS, Jan. 31.—(AP)—
"If you have geoid breasts,
why not show them?" Pierre

CAPRI

AA, t

Mocha's Cheer Theatres

151 Me

liONWTHINSIG kin La.,.the eraiwir
he* us, p6serse, please help us!"

Cardin asked Thursday as he
it, but thy particular girl
introduced his latest fashion,
has the best breasts," Cardin
a bare-breasted evening
said.
gown.
Jules-Francois Crahay, the
The creation, in taupe silk
Lanvin designer, had one
jersey, has a halter fitting
topless outfit, too. It consistneatly between the breasts
ed of a wide pints skirt. But
to hold the gown up.
hard as people tried, no one
"Nudity is a question' of
in the audience could see
t h e circles in which you
what went with it. The
move. If y o u have good
model literally clutched a
breasts, why not show them" '
—fan to her bosons
If a woman can give her
breasts to .a baby, there
nothing wrong with showing
them in public," Cardin asTo keep clothes in good
serted.
order and to help make them
last longer, thoroughly clean
HE SAID HE considers the
out all drawers and closets
theme of his gown to be "the
and organize storage areas.
return of womanliness and
Departmentalized drawers
purity. It's a very natural
dress, suited especially to a
— one for sweaters, one for
underwear, and so on — and
young girl. The feeling is
closet shelves for bags, hats
vary youthful, because of the
and other accessories, make
two straps and the princess
It easier to be tidy. Shoe bags
line."
or boxes keep shoes neat and
The model who showed off
dust-free.
the dress to its fullest advantage was young and blushSpecialty items such as
ing
belt and'tie racks are also
"She was definitely not
available so that these items
can be hung in a closet or on
ashamed to wear the dress
suitable hangers.
in front of the audience. She
Personal
paraphernalia
took it as a matter of course.
such as rollers a n d cosAny of my models would
metics can bearfiled in a
have been delighted to wear
drawer or in a cnv,rrsi
container.
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AMERICAN NATIONAL ENTERPRISES INC PRESENTS

The Academy Award Winner

THE
GREAT
AMERICAN
COWBOY

sar.

The exciting true story of a vanishing american
and his special kind of freedom.
Starnno Larry Mahan
COLOR BY DC LUM E •

Last 2 Days
Must End Tue.

7.00& 9:00
Sorry No Passes
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Storage time for
best quality foods
To get the most out of a freezer, try to have a corn
plete turnover of frozen foods each year These maximum storage periods are recommended not for safety',
sake, but for peak quality of foods.
FOOD
Fruits/vegetables
Beef
Fresh pork and veal
Lamb
Oared pork
Ground meathosalted sausage
Variety minatt
Cooked =Ma
Turkey
Otberankty
Lean
Fatty Bib
Shrimp, oyster', dams
Lobs:terrain:mat
Lags
Ice cream or sherbet
Butter
Hard cheeses

Ken
U.
Fat
rem

sl
BIRTHS

Ike

. _
•
-__ Terri Dawn Turner offers Downs Thornton a
cracker at the
recent "Day With a Child" classroom experienc
e held at the
Home Economics Department at Murray High.
The Freshman
Child Development classes of Mrs. Sally Crass
under the direction
of substitute teacher, Mrs. Myra Yates, and
student teacher,
Nancy Horwath. had pre-school children and their mothers as
their guests. Terri Dawn is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth
Turner while Downs is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Will D. Thornton.
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Pag
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MONTHS
8-12
18-12
6
64
2-3
4
1-3
3-4
6
11-111
6
3
6
2
64
2
6
6
3
I
44
8-10
64
6

Unbaked pies
Raked pies
Cakes with fat
Cakes without fat
Yeast breads
Rolls/coffee cakes
Muffins, biscuits, insIdi breeds
Waffles
2
cookieskookie dough
U
Gartkbread
,,..t- .--,i-n.r.•__.w.mtion 1.-2-_.
Sandwiches
1-2
Meat loaf
3
Fried chicken
..2
Casseroles

The Bessie Tucker -Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women. Met Tuesday,
Jandary 28, at 9:30 a.m at the
home of Mrs. James E.
Diuguid, Sharpe Street.
Mrs. Fil Boston, chairman,
opened the meeting with a
devotion from -Many Gifts, One
Spirit." Each member expressed her feelings at being in
the circle and goals were set.
New officers in addition to the
chairman are Mrs. Euva
Alexander, vice-chairman;
Mrs. James E. Diuguid,
secretary; Mrs. Sara Mayfield,
treasurer; Mrs. Hugh Houston
and Miss Erin Montgomery,
telephone committee; Mrs.
Alexander and Mrs. Robbie
Uddberg, representatives to the
clothing bank.
It was agreed to have a five
session study of Jonah:Volunteers for programs and
circle hostesses were recorded.
Trips
were
tentatively
scheduled for the summer
months. Pledges will be due
next month, and World Bank
offering
bulletins
were
distributed.

January has been a sort of
quiet season for gardeners, but
the tempo is beginning to pickup now that February is here.
Foe-there are many warm days
this month,even though some of
the worst days of winter may
still be ahead of us. If we take
advantage of the pretty days
when they come, we can be a
jump ahead of the work that lies
before us.
Early this month, before any
of the dormant shrubs begin to
sprout, is the best time to spray
HODGES BOY
them. It is also one of the best
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Pat times to replenish mulch around
Hodges of Hazel Route Two are plants and trees. The winter
the parents of • a baby boy, rains and winds have probably
Ronald Pat, Jr., weighing nine scattered some Ult., and a little
pounds 71a ounces, born on fertilizer added to the mulch will
Monday, January 20, at 3:14 give each plant a good sendoff.
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
We rarely have zero weather
County Hospital.
after the middle of the month,
They have one daughter, although it may come pretty
Rona, age five. The father is an close. So check to see if the frost
employte of the Murray and freeze has heaved any
Division o""Tappan Com- plants nut of
ground. If So,
push them gently but firmly
Pany •
back
in
put
and
a
little
mulch on
Grandparents are Mrs. Essie
Morris and Thomas Hodges of top
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Perhaps some of your shrubs
William Barnett of Hazel Route have been loosened by the wind.
Two. Great grandparents are These will need staking and
Mr. and Mrs. Lanis Phillips and mulching. Get all of these
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Garrison, chores attended to now, so that
all of Murray.
STUNSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde E.
Stunson of Murray announce
the birth of a baby girl, Kelly
Nicole, weighing seven pounds
154 ounces, born on- -Wed:—
nesday,January 8,at 10:18 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Stunson and Mr. and
Mrs. T. H. Rogers, all of South
Fulton, Tenn.

DICK GIRL
Robin Renee is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Dale Dick of Murray Route One
for their baby girl, weighing
eight pounds five ounces and
measuring 194 inches, born on
Wednesday, January 29, at 3:55
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one son, Joshua
•
lac age two. __
Grandparents are Mrs. Hilda
Dick and the late Elvis Dick of
Murray Route Seven and Mr.
and Mrs. Joshua Tabers of
•
Farmington Route One. Great
;4
.
1
grandparents are Mrs. Virgie
Dick of Murray Route One and
John Willeford of Texas.
*Sportsw
•Schoolw e
•Dresrve

Camping gear, or that for
golf, hunting and fishing. can
all be stowed ins single storage
unit, if it's designed with a link
- One way to determine shelf
spacing in tall, open storage for
items of many sizes and shapes
is first to "act" it out on the
floor.
Define the perimeter first
with actual boards or with lines
on

wrapping paper or news-

to form a template.
Then arrange the gear within
this box, starting with the
heavier and bigger items near
the bottom, aligned the way
they'll rest in the unit after it's
upright.
paper

Lighter and smaller items
will be easily put away on the
upper shelves. Shelf locations
can be adjusted for both
d pike.I antz 411001 ....mice the
number needed
After top, bottom and two
sides are fastened togetliii: the
vertical divider pieces generally
can go in place ahead of the
shelves Western pine and
hemlock are ideal shelving
species.
To vary the appearance,
doors can be installed readily at
the front of one or two sections
or drawers set in. They'll be
useful for protecting small tools
and sports gear, behind lock
and key if need be

when real gardening time _
comes, you will be ready for it.
- You -can took- forward to
moving or-planting any shrub by
the end of the month. After that
time buds begin to swell.anti
chances for a safe move are
lessened So take a look around
your yard and see what you
would like to change for the
coming season
There are several shrubs that
will sprout in the house in a bowl
of water even though they are
not showing the buds Pussy.
Willow is one and Forsythia will
show some blossom, but mostly.
a pretty green which is so acceptable in the house in the
winter.
If any of you have a Mahonia,
a spray of that lovely shrub will
stay pretty all winter in a bowl
of water and will root so that you
have a new plant to set out
Pussy'Willow will root in water
and a number of plants will t •
for spring planting including-the Gardenia or any of the
Begonias.
That is why I suggested in
December that you bring cut
tings of Begonia in the house It
is a pity Geraniums will not root
in water, as we all want some of
them in the spring But prepare
for spring now.
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STORE HOURS
Monday Om Friday
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Central Center
Murray, Kentucky
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Local Girls Invited To Enter Miss
Kentucky Universe Pageant
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The Miss Kentucky Universe
Pageant will be held on March
8, 1975, at Paducah Tilghman
Auditorium, Paducah.
The winner will represent
Kentucky in the National Miss
U. S. A. Pageant in Niagara
Falls, N.Y. in May 1975 and will
receive many fabulous prizes.
Entrants must be 18 years of
age but no more than 26 years of
age by May, 1975. No talent is
required.
Contestants will be judged on
poise, personality, ihlelligence,
charm and beauty of face and
figure.
Potential contestants are
requested to write or telephone
the State Director, Robert

The Mures,
Ledper

Mobley, 101 Iroquois Dr.,
Paducah, Ky. 42001 ( 502554-3550 ), or The PaducahMcCracken Co. Jaycees, P. 0.
Box 178Vaducah, Kentucky
42001.
Miss Charlesy Gulick of
Williamstown was Kentucky's
entrant in the 1974 Miss U. S. A.
and was chosen winner of the
Best State Costume.

yPERSONALS
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Boyd Linn of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
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"Vietnam Orphans - at Meet
The Mason Circle of Mason's
Chapel United
Methodist
Church met January 22 at seven
p.m. in the home of Mrs. Sharon
Myatt.
The devotion was read by
Mrs. Renee Linn. An Interesting
program on Use orphans of
Vietnam was presented by Mrs.
Myatt, vice-president.
Mrs. Sherla Underwood,
treasurer, gave her report and a
progress report on the pillows
the group is making for the
church.
Mrs. Marti Adams,secretary,
presented a letter she had

Paris fashion

ticipated, but this happens
sometimes, and you can,
MUST, deal with it.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 RP t
Watch for signs of indolence,
carelessness, anything that
slows down progress. These
tendencies, not usual with the
Virgoan, are possible now, and
-.it:s.up to you to curb.them.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Avoid tendencies toward
haste, emotionalism. Study
proffered plans, proposals, etc.
New advances indicated. Do not
lose interest in slow-moving
projects.

ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 er
Some things will be readily
mastered, others not so
yielding. Present position of
Mars suggests avoidance of
strain, anxiety and aggravation.
TAURUS
(Apr. 2110 May 21
Go for broke where you have
all the facts, the know-how and
proper
actime
for
complishment. In spots, you
may have to work against time,
but this you can do if well
prepared.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
You may create, beneficially
improve or just follow ably in
the regular line of duty, but
whatever, if practical and on
your toes, you will gain new
credits.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231
Good • lunar influences.
Augment your program with
something special, extra fine.
Trump competition's moves
with quiet, tactful skill.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 0/244;Z
Don't waste time with ineffectual activities. You may not
receivt the help you an-

All

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) In'et
.
You may be caught in a fire of
cross-purposes. Don't become
anxious: find out where, how
you stand. Be objective,
studying as you go. Profitable
bids await the taking.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Make an extra effort to get
things off to a better start for a
much improved work week.
Attitude, system and tact will
count.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V6
11
Examine your inner feelings
to determine your true sentiments and sense of values.
You may now be misled by your
emotions. Don't overlook
HIDDEN opportunities.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
With your personality and
persuasiveness, you can be an
effective influence in areas
where stumbling blocks have
been raised. Your spirit of
enterprise stimulated now.
PISCES
risen. 26 10 Mar. 20) '`
(
"t:t:A
Pull
down
undesirable
barriers; recognized real obstacles. With everything in
clear focus, you can then reap
fine gains.
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YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a vibrant personality, are highly enthusiastic
about life and allit-has to offer.
Yott are **retinae:in your
ideas, enjoy travel and
stimulating companions—from
whom you glean higher,
broader, more enlightened
views and inspiration for
greater attainment. You have
almost unlimited resources, a
ready wit and deep appreciation
for the finer things in Life. Fields
in which you could carve a
highly successful career:
music, journalism, education,
science, interior decorating,
literature. Birthdate of: George
Brandes, Danish critic; Mark
Hopkins, educator; Charles A.
Lindbergh, famed aviator; Ida
I.upino, film star.

. FOR THOSE WHO NEED
ONE MORE REASON TO
JOIN WEIGHT WATCHERS.
ONE MORE REASON.
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111111.WEIGHT WATCHERS°
Class every Monday at 6:30 p.m.at the First
Methodist Church, Murray,Kentucky

Senior
Citizens

Mrs. Myatt Gives Program On
received from the Circle's
foster child, Marie Yazie, an
American Indian girl.
The club elected new officers
for the coming year who are as
follows:

Monday, February 3
Monday, February 3
Esther Sunday School Class of
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
Memorial Baptist Church will meet at the home of Mrs. A. W.
meet in the home of Estelle Simmons, Jr., at 7:30 p.m.
Shelton at seven p.m.

Gabardine in comeback
BY ALINE MOSBY
PARIS
Gabardine
has been resurrected to cash
in on the new fashion for mannish tailored suits in the
spring-summer fashion shows.
Designer Gerard Pipart at
the salon of Nina Ricci leaned
heavily on gabardine for his
belted mannish tailored nuts
with long jackets and narrow,

flat skirts.
Designer
Hubert
De
Givenchy also brought back
gabardine, not really popular
since the 1940s, for daytime 1'
shape dresses, narrow but

Wednesday, February 5
Women of Oaks Country Club
will play bridge at 9:30 a.m.
with reservations Lobe made by
BOWLING
Tuesday noon with Rowena
Bowling for Senior Citizens
Emerson, hostess, 753-7583.
will be at Corvette Lanes on
Wednesday, February 5, at 130
Cherry
Corner _ Baptist p. m. Bill Dycus and Linda
Women and Baptist Young Williams,
Murray
State
Women will meet at the church University students, will be
werlting with the bowlers to
at seven p.m,.
improve their game.
- Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at 1:30 p.m. For transportation call 753-0929 by
eleven a.m.

Rangers and Rangerettes of
Ann Hasseltine Sunday School
the WOW will have a Valentine
Class of Memorial Baptist
party at the WOW Hall from
Church will meet at the home of
6:30 to eight p. 'm. Any WoodWillie Garland at seven p.m.
men member, age 8 to IS, is
President - Mrs. Colleen Linn,
invited and may invite one nonvice-president-Mrs. Renee
North Elementary School member guest.
Linn, secretary-Mrs. Sharon
Myatt, treasurer-Mrs. Sheila -PTC will meet at the school at
Lottie Moon Group of First
Underwood, and reporter-M's. - _seven p.m.
Baptist Church Women will
Kay Lowe.
Executive Board of the meet with Mrs. Purdom
Six members present enjoyed Murray Woman's Club is Outland at 7:30 p. m.
the delicious refreshments scheduled to meet at 11:30 a.m.
Kathleen Jones group of First
served by the hostess, Mrs. at the club house.
Baptist Church Women will
Myatt.
meet with Mrs. Denny Smith at
7:15 p. m.

FOR TUESDAY,FEBRUARY 4, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

OfInterest To

CONINIUNITY
CALENDAR

broadening out with padded
shoulders and wide, short
sleeves.
Givenchy's masculine-looking blazer suits with straight
skirts also came in the new
"star" fabric of 'gabardine,
plain or stripett- .
Designer Emmimnel Repro's straight, severe coats of
pastel or pinstriped gabardine
over skimpy, short matching
dresses harked back to the
1940s. Tube-dresses with simple V-necklines also came in
pale gabardines.
The Ricci collection also

'Owe
Sees a conspiracy to
silence her sex
By Abigail Van Buren
c 1,74 by Chicago 'Ira:m.41 Y. Newt Send.. loc.

DEAR ABBY: I have never been a women's libber, but I
am now because I am now aware that there is a deplorable
conspiracy being perpetrated against women by dentists in
my city, and probably throughout the nation.
Whea_ a _dentist .inekes .dentures for a woman, he
purposely makes them so that she can't talk properly! I
have vet to see a man with dentures land I havo known
-severalT whose titotttirer Interfere With- hTs- Weech.
the women I know who wear dentures have trouble talking
because the dentist intentionally made them that way so
women will keep their mouths shut.
Don't you think.itis time this inequality was brought. to
light? I certainly do.
I have been to three different dentists, and each one made
me a set of dentures I couldn't talk with. They were all
adjusted, and two dentists made me a second pair which
were no better than the first.
Since I already have enough problems with dentists in
this town, please don't use my name. Just sign this
.
CAN'T TALK IN JACKSONVILLE. FLA.
DEAR CAN'T: It's highly unlikely that the dentists of
Jacksonville (or any other city) are conspiring against
women, but if you feel that you have been unfairly treated.
take the matter up with the grievance committee of your
county dental association.
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a healthy `3,oung
man, married one month, who says to his bride: "I won't
bother you very often for sex. I want a pal, not a
sweetheart"?
And he lived up to it, too.
NOT BOTHERED
DEAR NOT: He may be "healthy," but your marriage is
sick. Tell him that you didn't get married to live with a
"pal"-and unless he tries to fulfill his role as a husband. SS
far as you're concerned, the marriage won't work. If he
wants to be a husband, but can't, he should see a doctor. If
he just plain doesn't want to, you should see a lawyer.
DEAR ABBY: I would like to share a comforting
thought with you and with anyone else it might help.
Recently, my aged mother died. Near the end, as I sat at
her bedside, knowing there wasn't a thing I could do to help
her. I thought all the things I wished that I had done for
her-but hadn't.
I wrote to a dear friend in a distant city expressing those
feelings to her. That friend had recently lost her husband.
who had been ill for a long time. She had held down a job
(just as I had) and cared for her ailing husband, just as I
had cared for my mother.
In answering my letter she wrote: "After John died. I
blamed myself for not having been as patient and
undhrstanding with him as I could have been, and 1 found
.myself feeling terribly guilty. Then I suddenly realized how
useless such thoughts were, and I said to myself: 'All rm
life I have forgiven others, and now it's my torn to forgive
ME""
Abby. that jolted me. And now Um going to do the same,
Ill remember all the thingsl did for my mother land there
were many) and I shall not punish myself for the things I
cannot change.
GRATEFUL TO FRANCES

a

DEAR GRATEFUL.: Your friend Frances is a wise
woman. And so are you, for recognizing the dimension
her wisdom. Thanks for sharing.

starred linen. "Women never
buy linen on the mass market
because it wrinMes," commented one department store
buyer as he left the show. But
women rich enough to buy
high fashion hand-made
clothes have maids to iron the
crisp white linen trenchcoat
slung over a black linen trouser outfit at Ricci's.
Those mannish, narrow tailored suits with straight, flat
skins just below the knee
have been in all the shows. If
the jackets were too short
they Inked postwar skimpy,
but Pipart's jackets hit at the
end of the hip.
Buyers say that so far the
most noticed mannish suit is
DIN'S in white flannel edged
with navy blue, likely to be
copied in Hong Kong and elsewhere before the week is out.

Deltas Plan
Meet Tuesday
The Delttriepartment or&
Murray Woman's Club will
meet Tuesday, February 4, at
7:30 p. m. at the club house,
according to the chairman,
Mrs. Thomas Hogancarnp.
"Female Cancer" will be the
subject of the program with Dr.
Dick Cunningham as speaker,
said Dr. Doris Mouser, program
chairman.
Hostesses will be Miss
Frances Brown, Mrs. Raymond
Tidwell, Miss Rubie Smith,
Mrs. Harry McGurk, Dr. Janice
Hooks, and Miss Wanda Jean
Gibson.

Nurses To See
Fashion Show
District 17 of the Licensed
Practical Nurses will meet
Tuesday, February 4, at seven
p. m.at the Conference Room of
the Murray-Calloway County

Hospital,

The Specialty Shop, owned
and operated by Glenda Overby
and Judy Mastera, will present
a special fashion show.
All nurses are urged to attend, an I.PN spokesman said.

Church Group
Has Meet At
Foster Home

Bowling for Senior Citizens
The Hazel Senior Citizens will
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30 meet at their center on Wedp.m.
nesday, February 5, at 1:30 p.
m. They will be working on
Mission organizations of needlepoint.
Spring Creek Baptist Church
For transportation persons
Sinking Spring
Baptist will meet at seven p.m. at the should call 753.0929 by eleven a.
Church Women will meet at church.
m.
seven p. m.

Flint Baptist Church Mission
Coldwater United Methodist organizations will meet
at seven
Church Women will meet at p.m
at the church.
seven p. m.
Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women will meet at the church
at seven pm,_
Recovery, Inc., will meetat
the Mental Health Center at
seven p.

Wednesday, February 5
Nature's Palette Garden Club
will have an all-day meeting
starting at ten a. in. at the Ellis
Community Center. Each one is
to bring a sack lunch with
refreshments and beverages
being furnished.

Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall, North 6th and Walnut
Streets, at seven p. m.
Tuesday, February 4
Junior recital of Robert
Foster, Murray, baritone, will
be at 8:15 p.m. at the Farrell
'Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center,
MSU.

Ladies day luncheon for
women of Murray Country Club
will be at noon at the club with
Mrs. Dwain Taylor, phone 7538489, as chairman of the
hostesses. Reservations should
be made by Monday noon.
Bridge will be at 9:30 a.m. with
Mrs. A. W. Simmons as
chairman.

Pinochle To Be

Taught, Center
The Senior Citizens of Murray
and Calloway County will be at
the Ellis Community Center
starting at ten a.-- in orW:Tuesday, February-4. The-devotion will be said at 18.0e s.
m.
Citizens will work on items or.
just have fellowship.
Table games will start at 1:30
p. m. Mrs. Arthur Lynch will be
teaching the card game,
Pinochle, each afternoon during
February- for those who would
like to learn to play.

•PERSONALS

VISITS HERE
Mrs. Sarah Hinman of
Columbus,
Miss., was the house
Friday, February 7
Youth of Memorial Baptist guest the past week of her aunt,
Church will leave at 3:30 p.m. Miss Mayme Whitnell, while
Murray-Calloway County for the Youth Retreat at being here to be with her
Retired Teachers will meet at Brandon Springs Camp in the mother, Mrs. Christine Rhodes,.
the Ellis Community centts_at Land Between the Lakes. Call who is a patient at the MurrayBro, Ron Hampton for In- Calloway County Hospital after
tieo
having undergone surgery
formation.
District 17 of Licensed
Practical Nurses will meet in
the conference room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital at
seven p. in.

Ellis Center will open for
Senior Citizens at ten a.m, with
tablegames to start at 1:30 pm.

Baptist Women of First
Baptist Church will meet in
Adult I Assembly Room of the
church at nine a. m.
Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Durwood Beatty
at ten a. m.
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. A. B. Austin with
Mrs. Jewell Evans as cohostess
at two p. m. and Mrs. Del
Fleming as program leader

MEDICAL ASSISTANT

Jessie Ludwick Circle of First
Presbyterian Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Charles
Moffett at 1:30 p. m.

An Associate Degree Program
Length Of Course - 18 Months

First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at the
Hale Chapel at ten a. m. with
Dr. David C. Roos as speaker. A
coffee will be held at 9:30 a. m.
and the executive board will
meet at nine a.m.

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
COURSE OUTLINE INCLUDES FOLEOWIN6 SUBJECTS
CLINICAL LABORATORY - ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY - MEDICAL ASSISTING - MEDICAL TERMINO
LOGY - HEMATOLOGY - MEDICATIONS L PHARMACOLOGY • MEDICAL OFFICE PROCEDURES - THREE
MONTHS INTERNSHIP, ETC

Murray TOPS Club will meet
at seven p. m, at the Health
Center.

fOQ COMPLETE DETAILS CALE OR WRITE

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.

The Afternoon Missions
Group of the Memorial Baptist
Church met Tuesday, January
28, at two p.m. at the home of
Delta Department of Murray
Mrs. Joe Foster
Woman's Club will meet at the
Mrs. Lottie Bowden, chair- club house at 7:30 p. m. with
man, presided and opened with Frances Brown, Vanda Gibson,
prayer. Several items of Rubie Smith, Mrs. Raymond
business were discussed and Tidwell, Mrs. Harry McGurk,
plans were made. The group and Dr. Janice Hooks as
voted to give twelve dollars to hostesses.
,
the World Hunger Fund as the
mission project for January.
In charge of the program was
Mrs. Margaret Taylor. Mrs.
Virginia Peters gave the
devotion reading scripture from
Judges 19 followed by prayer.
Also leading in prayer were
Mrs. Taylor, Mrs. Willie
Garland, Mrs. Mae Foster, and
Mrs. Late Boyd.
Others attending were Mrs
Elizabeth James, Mrs. Eurie
Reed, Mrs. Vera Adams, Mrs.
Opal Reeves, Mrs. Hazel Ahart.
Mrs. Nettie McKeei, and Mrs
Verna Mae Stubblefield.

DRAUGHONS BUSINESS COLLEGE
WOI'W

215N SIN ST PADUCAH KY 42001
PHONE 443-54713
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SALE
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v Pillows
v Pictures

v Belts
v Kits

vBell Pulls

/
1
2Price
Songless Colors

Everyone has a problem. What'wjawes? For a person.,
reply, write to ABI3Y: Box No 69700,1,4- Calif,J1/009
'aeloae-iiaalred, mgracidrearied envelope. please
' For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-agers Want
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Pleaae enclose a lone
self-addressed. stamped 12001 envelope

Hazel Seniors
Plan Meeting

Stmglass colors have
moved away from- thaqiet.
mary and into softer tones—.
Mats, ambers, grays and
beige-peach, reports t h e
Fashion Eyewear Group of
America.

Closeout
ACEy.iie Knitting
• Worsied
YARN & GIFT SHOP
ALL t'AS
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Ford's Budget

The Murray Ledger & Times
EditOrialS and articles contained on thiS
page are presented for the purpose of giving a
forum for the exchange of differing opinionS
and Ideas
LetterS tO the editor ,n response Sc
editorials and opinionated art.cies art en
COutaged The editOrS reserve the right 10
condense or edit letters without changing the
intent of the letter, and the right to reject any
letteeS 10 the editor on public voice items

President Appears To Be.
Taking Political Gamble

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
that produces both energy and more fuel than
Ford asked Congress on Monday to step up
it uses.
funding for energy research to end forever
The energy-research programs are longthe United States' dependence on foreign oil.
range efforts which could open up domestic
While holding controllable federal spending
energy resources lasting virtually inon civilian programs to an increase of only
definitely.
$600 million in his fiscal 1976 budget, ford__
Ford's budget also offered a short-range aturged an increase of $786 million or 54 per
tack on the nation's foreign-oil addiction,
cent, in energy programs, apparently taking
through a complex tax package intended to
it from cuts in other areas.
tilt public spending from energy toward other
Two-thirds of the proposed energy increase
parts of the economy.
was for research including:
Explained by Ford last month and under
keen debate in Congress, this package seeks
-A $116-million program tcrdevelop
pracnew energy taxes and a windfall-profits tax,
heal energy production from the heat of the
plus removal of federal energy-price controls,
sun and from hot spots within the earth, more
to increase the nation's energy bill by about
than double the $54 million spent on these ef$30 billion a year.
forts in fiscal 1975 and six times the $19
But it proposes to return the money to the
million of fiscal 1974.
public through tax reductions, direct rebates
-$380 million for research on fossil fuels,
and various federal benefit programs.
primarily seeking clean ways to burn coal, a
While energy programs were the most
level some 50 per cent higher than 1975 and
dramatic exception to Ford's budget-pinching
four times the 1974 spending. .
exercise, federal environment programs also
-And $991 million on nuclea.- energy, a 20were allowed to seek a 7.1-per-cent increase
oer-cent increase over fiscal 1975. mainly disprawl-imam over all bola few
rected to development of a "breeder reactor"
activities.

The $18.8 billion compared with outlays of
$15.3 billion in the current fiscal year and $6.1
billion in fiscal 1974.
The federal government, Ford said, "must
act decisively to help restore economic
health, and act compassionately to aid those
most seriously affected by unemployment."

Unemployment rose from 5.8 per cent of the
nation's labor force in September to 7.1 per
cent in December, and the administration
predicts the rate will average 8.1 per cent
through 1975. At that level, nearly 7.5 million
Americans will be out of work.
In addition to the new budget requests,
Ford asked Congress for $5.1 billion in immediate aid to help the states pay for jobless
benefits in both fiscal 1775 and 1976.
With unemployment rising, it has become
clear in recent months that many states will
exhaust their unemployment compensation
funds and will have to borrow from the federal government.
Eventually the states will have to repay the
federal government from the taxes paid by
employers. Many states already are considering increases in their tax rates to do that.

Record $94 Billion
Defense Budget Asked
WASHINGTON ( API - President
Ford today sent a record $94-billion defense
budget to a heavily Democratic Congress
which is likely to challenge military spending
more severely than ever before.
Ford's first defense program calls for an
$8.7-billion spending increase in fiscal 1976
starting July 1, which would break this year's
record
"This increase is necessary to cover pay
and price increases 'and to maintain defense
preparedness," Ford said, indicating that the
administration intends to blame inflation for
the rising cost of national security.
At the same time. Ford's budget message
contained two signals that his defense spending proposals for the year after next, fiscal
1977, could break $100 billion for the first time
One indicator was his request for $107.7
billion in total authority to obligate funds,
much of which will be spent in future years.
The other sterrwarifforecast of $25.7 billion in spending for the July-through-September
quarter next year when the federal budget
•
NO,
4

shifts to a new schedule starting in October.
Ford's new budget for fiscal 1976 provides
for no major new weapons programs and contains no surprises.
The $94 billion in spending covers improvement and modernization of both the
strategic missile and bomber forces and the
conventional strength of the Army, Navy,
Marines and Air Force.
ALso included is nearly $.1 billion in military
aid for South Vietnam. Israel, and other countries as well as $1.8 billion for atomic weapons
development, including a step-up in underground testing before a treaty limitation
takes effect in March 1776.
Ford contended that progress in nuclear arms limitation agreements with the Russians
"has been possible only because we have
remained strong."
Of the new defense budget, $7.7 lallion is
earmarked for the strategic nuclear forces,
and a significint portion of the $9.4 billion in
research and development involves work on
advanced nuclear weapons.
/

!Opinions expressed in this
column are those of the writer
and do nut necessarily reflect
the editorial views of The
Murray Ledger & Times.
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the issues
discussed in this column are
encouraged Lu respond with a
Letter To The Editor.)

OPEN
FORUM

`Madstone Treasured
By Many Oldtimers
I, Editor's Note: The following article was
written by W. A. Smith, a former social
studies professor at Murray State University.)

like a sponge and drew out the poison,
filling
the stone in about six hours. The stone
was
removed and cleansed thoroughly
before
reapplying. One cleansed the stone first in hot
milk, then hot water. Some reports indicate
I well remember the fall of 1917 at Walnut
d
that alcohol is effective also. The stone
Grove Elementary School in Taylor County,
must
be
thorough
ly
cleansed
Kentucky. One day a young girl had not
of poison.
arrived for school that morning. Later..it was----- -learned that she had been bitten by a cat
infected with rabies, and was taken to her
wide,'J. M..Campbell. a local farmer. ----Mr. Campbell was a prominent citizen of
the community and had a reputation for
healing rabies. His popularity in the community was due in part to the fact that he was
an expert rifle shot and was invited to many
turkey shoots. Mr. Campbell had advertised
and used on several occasions a "madstone"
which was supposed to cure the effects of
hydrophobia and other venomous bites.
In American folklore, the madstone has an
interesting history which is difficult to trace.
A 1879 edition of the Boston Journal of
Chemistry mentions the following about
madstones, "A druggist in Texas lately paid
$250.00 for a madstone. The stone was found in
the stomach of a deer several years ago and
reputed to possess the virtues of curing the
bites of mad dogs, snake bites, and soforth."
A Dr. McKinney of Pickneysyille, Illinois
reported in a newspaper article these observations concerning madstones. "A
madstone was applied to a boy and adhered
seven times, being broken off each time when
full of absorbed viruses and washed. Not the
slightest evidence of hydrophobia was
developed."
The madstone was found in the carcasses of
deer; particulau sought after were the
stones found in the albino deer. The stone has
a porous formation, resembling bone more
than stone. It is applied to the patient to an
abrasion between the heart and the bite. The
abrasion was not made deep enough to draw
blood and was stopped when the watery
serum appeared. Then the stone was applied
to the abrasion. The por.... in th• chino ....tn.+
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The Madstone

Mr. J. M. Campbell advertised in the
Taylor County Inquirer the following:
MADSTONE
Anyone desiring the application
of a
MADSTONE can secure same by calling
on
me at my home 21
/
2 miles from Campbellsville on Greensburg dirt road.
J. M. Campbell
Campbellsville, Kentucky
To concukle the opening incident, I
recall
that the stone was applied twice and
the
young girl soon returned to walnut
Grove
School when no symptoms of
rabies
develoned

The death rate from coronary creased 54 per cent in each of
heart disease sharply declined in the recent decades.
1964 after having risen steadily
He notes that during the six
for several decades. This decline years prior to the Surgeon
was dramatic and significant, General's report, the death rate
particularly since the reduction from cancer of the lung had
inaffected persons in the most pro- creased 45 per cent and that in
ductive period of their lives - the six years following it, the rat,.
between their 25th and 74th of increase dropped to 13 pe.r
years. From 1963 to 1971 the cent.
death rate from coronary heart
The US. Health, Education
disease fell 10.5 per cent_
and Welfare Department estiWriting in a recent issue of the mated in a report that $11 5
Journal of the American Medi- billion is spent annually in
Me
cal Amociation, Weldon Walker, United States for health care
M.D.. from the Cardiopulmonary costs related to cigarette .gnokLaboratory', White Memorial ing. In addition, smokin
g
Medical Center in Los Angeles, materials are the most ccrnmon
observes that it is, in his opiruon, cause of fatal residential fires
more than coincidental that this •-'Dr. Walker feels that Congress
.
sharp reversal of a mortality often lamenting the high costs
ot
trend in a major disease coin- health care,could well look
at its
cided with the publication of the role in promoting and support----Surgeon General's report on ing tobacco.
smoking and health in January,
1964.
Q. Mrs. GR. has a recurring
The author notes further that, problem of cracks at the corners
according to the National Center of her mouth and
wonders
for Health Statistics, the decline whether allergy might
be the
in deaths from coronary heart cause.
disease continue& Atiht same ' A. Yes, indeed, allergy
may
time, deaths from cancer,'-cause cracked lips
tcheilosis.
diabetes. cirrhosis of
-livass-7-There - -are -other • causes: of
and chronic lung diseases are in- course, including vitamin
B deficreasing.
ciency and malocclusion. You
The per capita amount of should talk to your physicia
n
cigarette tobacco smoked by about this matter.
adults began to decline in 1961.
Except for the last two years,
fewer cigarettes have been
Q. Mr. D.E wonders whether
smoked, according to the U.S. our handwri
ting accurately
Department of Agriculture. reflects our
individuality.
Even though the decline in
A. If it were not 93, our sigcigarette smoking has been natures would
not be so depensmall, the benefits appear great. dable for
legal identity, Our
Dr. Walker points out that behavior is
individualistic, and
cigarette smoking has damaging our handwr
iting can be
effects in other Important dis- regarded
as a unique part of our
eases including peptic ulcer and behavior
lung cancer, the latter having inUnited Feature Syndicate

Bible Thought
Lord, who Shirtahide- in
- thy tabernacle? Who shall
dwell in thy holy hill? Psalm
15:1.
It is not always those who are consist

ent in Church
going that makes it into eternal lives. So we
need to
do a personal evaluation of our lives each
day.

Isn't It The Truth.
by Carl Riblet Jr.

Politics is getting to be something like the rivers
of
slush in the gutters of Pennsylvania Avenue
a few
days after a blizzard: what was clean and white
of
the driven snow is soon ugly to look at and
treacherous underfoot - and watch out you don't
take a pratfall.

10Years Ago'. Today

Unemployment Will Get
$19 Billion Of Budget
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Rising unemployment will swallow nearly $19 billion worth of the federal budget in 1976, or three times
the amount of jobless benefits consume
d
before the recession began sapping the
economy.
President Ford, in his budget sent to
Congress today, allotted $17.5 billion to pay
for unemployment-insurance benefits and
another $1.3 billion for more public-service
jobs.

which, in Our opinion, are not in the best in
'Crest of Our readers
Whenever possible, all totters should be
typewritten and double spaced
All letters
intended for publication must bear the
signature of the writer

Let's Stay Well

By F.J.L. Blasingarne,

WASHINGTON I
beyond the record $51.9 billion he reluctantly
- President
Ford appears to be taking a political gamble
is proposing.
by hewing to his philosophical instincts and
The philosophy underlying the first Ford
urging an increase in Pentagon spending and
budget is scarcely a surprise.
limits on popular domestic aid programs.
Except for the massive deficit attributable
At the same time, he is making the frankest
to economic conditions, it is consistent with
admission yet of the depth of the nation's ecothe way he voted for a quartercentury in
nomic problems-and his own political dilemCongress and with his recent vow to increase-ma • -by conceding that unemployment will
defense spending and cut domestic outlays.
remain well above the current 7.1 per cent
Indeed, the budget shows a degree of con.'
rate through the 1976 presidential election
sistency even more remarkable in view of the
year.
all-out assault already under way in Congress
The budget Ford sent Congress today shows
against key elements in Ford's package.
which direction he thinks the country' should
Though Congress failed to block the first
go. Because it is opposite the way favored by
step in the increased import tariff on oil bemany in the newly elected, heavily
fore it took effect Saturday, the President's
Democratic 940 Congress, the likelihood of a
energy program is in deep trouble as
year-long battle has been increased.
Democrats grope toward their own program.
At a time when the majority in Congress
A bill to block Ford's plan to increase the
and perhaps the nation seems to feel the
amount the poor must pay for food stamps
current level of defense spending is too high,
seems certain to be passed by the House this
Ford proposes to raise it by nearly $9 billion
week.
next year.
His plan to hold down cost-of-living inHis $300-million request for additional
creases in Social Security benefits seems
military aid to South Vietnam this year is in
doomed already.
deep trouble in Congress, but he is asking still
And the influx of freshman Democrats
another increase for the beleagured Saigon
seems certain to guarantee major surgery on
regime next year.
the Pentagon budget.
While admitting the seriousness of the
But the forthcoming battle of the budget,
nation's worst economic recession since
for-vitae!) Ford laid the basis in the massive
World War H, Ford still wants to make poor _ compilation .of
tables and words sent
people pay more for food stamps and limit
Congress today,is only thefirst round.
previously enacted. Social Security benefit
His basic philosophy seems certain to be
hikes.
challenged by whomever the Democrats
And he is telling Congress that, unless it
nominate in 1976, and the nation's voters will
goes along with such cutbacks, the deficit for
get their chance to signal which course they
the year starting July 1 could soar $17 billion
favor.

Energy Research Funding
Asked To Be Stepped Up

OPINION
PAGE

Agree Or Not
I Say What I Think
h7 S. C. VAN cUsON
S. C. Van Curon
By S. C. Van Curon
FRANKFORT, - If departments of state
government don't quicken their pace of
rewriting regulations on Kentucky Statutes,
the public and lawyers are going to have a lot
less barriers to climb come June 30 of this
year.
The 1974 session of the General Assembly
passed a bill requiring all agency regulations
to be rewritten by June 30 of this year which
in effect wipes out more than 2,300
regulations, that have the same effect as
statutes, that cover more than 3,000 pages in
five big volumes. In past years agencies of
state government has written more law than
legislators. Legislators and attorneys have
been complaining about this for years.
Rather than request amendments to the
regulations, the legislature decided the best
policy would be to wipe them all out by
requiring that all regulations be refiled and
approved by June 30 of this year. The
legislature also strengthened Its
control
through the legislative Research C9Mmission over regulations. A three-member
regulation review committee was established
to review every regulation
filed. This com mittee can return the regulation to a state
agency and recommend changes to conform
with the statutes and as to the intent of the
legislature. An agency doesn't have to accept
the recommendation, but they are expected to
substantiate their reasons for it. The
regulation can then be returned to LRC and it
will become effective after another 30 days.
In this way, it takes at least 60 days for a
regulation to become effective
if the committee sends it back to the agency.
If the 1.RC review committee still objects,
or attorneys representing clients object to the
regulation, the only recourse
then is the
courts. LAC also publishas.-ei vrgislation register
every 30 days spelling out the regulations and
attorneys or business firms have an opportunity to object in the first 304aY
period•
Then the 'review committee can send the

regulation back to the agency with recommendations for change. It still takes another
30 days if the agency objects to the change
and refiles it in its original form.
More than 2,000 copies of the register are
printed each month and sent to all government agencies, subscribing firms and attorneys. Subscription to the register is $24.00
a year. All state agencies are charged the
same as commercial clients.
Only 586 regulations had been approved
through January and another 151 come up for
consideration or approval for the February
meeting of the review committee. Another 154
were published in the February register that
will come up in March.
The I.RC has also established guidelines
and a format for writing regulations.
Heretofore, there was no uniformity. Some of
them covered page after page and were hard
to understand.
One complaint coming from attorneys and
members of the legislature in the past has
been that state agencies filed regulations to
accomplish actions that were not intended in
the bill passed in the General Assembly. In
other words, if an agency head wanted to do
something not covered in the bill, he just had
a regulation drafted to accomplish what he
wanted to do.
If you add up the three figures of
regulations approved or in process, there are
only 894 as ,compared to the more than 2,300
on the books now. 1.RC seems to think when
the process is completed that there won't be
half as many regulations as are now cluttering the books. Many of them are chitdated.
Regulation filing does not stop June 30,
agencies can still continue to file regulations,
but the old one will be wiped out on this date,
and if agencies don't get their required
revised regulations in, they may find
Uoeixwlvea.hampered-in-their -operations - •
At least, the new system Is goihg to wipe a
lot of clutter out of the regulation system.
These regulations actually implement the
laws passed by the General Assembly

Two degrees above zero was the temperature here
yesterday morning. Schools in Calloway County are
closed due to the snow.
Arthur Wicker, age 74, died yesterday at his home
on Hazel Route One.
"Don't forget to feed the birds at your house. They
just can't find a thing to eat in this kind of weathe
r,"
from the column,"Seen & Heard Around Murray
."
Murray State College beat Middle Tennessee 90
to
76 in a basketball game last night.
Rev. Martin Mattingly of St. Leo's Catholic Church will speak at the meeting of the Murray
Kiwanis
Club. He will be introduced by Lou Edmondson.
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20 Years Ago Today
Shirley Joyce Chiles of Murray High
School was
the winner of the essay contest,
sponsored by the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of
the American Revolution. The subject was
"To Be A
Good Citizen Means." Others participating
were
Peggy Nance Wilson, Joanna Allbrit
ten, Jean
Moubray,and Sue Culver.
The annual safety slogan contest of
the Murray
Manufacturing Company was won by Ted
Wilson,
plant employee.
The Four-H Tractor Maintenance
School will be
held at the Conner Implement
Company On
February 10.
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh McElrath have
returned from
a visit with their sons, Hugh Thoma
s McElrath and
William McElrath of Louisville.
The Lynn Grove Homemakers Club
met at the
home of Mrs. Gordon Crouch
for the January
meeting.
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She Bakes Bread And
Talks About Lincoln
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The kitchen was warm and
smelled of the heady sweetness
of homemade bread. Standing
at the doughboard, her hands
floury but graceful, she
kneaded the dough into small
loaves.
Mrs. Wyant, who was 90 on
Dec. 9, is aciive and alert and
loves to malt bread.
Although she is noted for her
bread. Mrs. Wyant is even more
famous for herrelationship with
Abraham Lincoln. Her mother,
Laura. _Ann Hanks,.
- Aheg ra odda ughter of Fielding
Hanks, a brother of Nancy
Hanks Lincoln, mother of
Abraham Lincoln.

asked what they would name
the new county, my grandfather replied, 'Why Wolfe,
of course.'"
Mrs. Wyant said she wishes
now she had written down
family stories as they were told
when she was a child. "I recall
many times old ones talking
about the Hankses and their
connection with Lincoln. I never
wrote any of it down and now I
have to rely on my memory."
She remembered her mother
-saying- her grandfather and
Lincoln played together. She
added that "the Lipcoln,s went
to live just this side of
Hodgenville on some creek and
01. Wyant she's a Kentucky mother said C. M. Hanks went
Colonel is not only popular in there to visit them just before
her home area but is sought by the family left to live a short
genealogists who are trying to time just over the Wabash
trace a connection with River near Vincennes, InAbraham Lincoln through the diana."
Today, Abraham Lincoln's
Hanks family. -I always tell
'hem they know more about the uncle and aunt. Fielding and
Harper Hanks,are buried
tanks family than I do."
• Lydia
•
on a hill east of Campton,as are
Fielding Hanks, brother of Fielding's son, Cutberth,
and
Nancy Lincoln, was an officer in wife, I.illie Ann_
Garett Hanks.
early Morgan County and built
-There are only two Hanks by
the first cabin in Campton; his the name left in
Campton,"
son! Cutberth M. Hanks added Mrs. Wyant.
"There's
represented Wolfe County in the Fred, son of mother's
brother
Legislature in 1863-65. Cutberths. Boone Hanks, and Roy,
-son eters° helped form Wolfe County another brother,
Colonibu,s,.
from parts of Morgan, -Powell, Hanks."
-Owsley and-- Breatintt tutitte
in 1860.
story told, Mrs. Wyant started
"Nathaniel
Wolfe,
a on another family' story, but
Louisville attorney, assisted my then, looking at the
clock, she
grandfather," recalled Mrs. said, "That can wait
till next
Wyant, "and when the attorney , time."
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Bayer Aspirin
24 Tablets

50 Tablets

Bayer
Timed-Release
Aspirin

72 Tablets
Say-Rite
Saves You
91'

Value $2.29

and robbed before assisting officers were even in position.
''We hadn't even had a
chance to set it up and we were
hit," one of the officers said.
One of the two robbers got
away.
"We are not showing money;
we are not dangling it in front
of anyone and we are not trying to entice anyone," Nelson
said. "Our men are disguised
to fit the profile of the typical
victim of an armed robbery in
that area."
Nelson said the disguised police officers make much better
court witnesses than a real victim. "We have had a hard time
getting strong-arm robbery victims to give us accurate descriptions," he said. "If they
rob policemen we have fewer
problems with prosecution."

COMMERCIAL
SA1ELLITE
WASHINGTON, D.C. The nation's first commercial
domestic communications
satellite, Westar-I, was
launched in April, 1974, for .
Western Union by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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Disguised Policemen Seek
To Become Rabery Victims
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.(AP)
They didn't look like cops.
Not the drunk who stumbled
from bar to bar, nor the hippie,
nor the old man with a ' bandaged foot who hobbled about on
a crutch.
But all are Albuquerque policemen who stalked the downtown area recently in hopes of
being robbed.
Police officials credit the special detail with capturing 14
strong-arm robbery suspects in
the two weeks it was on the
street.
-We had officers made up to
appear as old drunk men, Indians and long-haired individuals in an effort to cut down on
a projected rise in strong-arm
robberies in the downtown
area," said a member of the
detail.
"Many of the persons that
were caught still don't realize
they robbed a cop," said Lt.
John Nelson. He said many of
the robbers refused to believe
their victim was a policeman
even after being shown identification.
Each of the undercover policemen cartied-k.radia and a
pistol. Generally, they remained in sight of backup officers, although on one occasion
a decoy officer was assaulted

Bayer Children's
Aspirins

89' Value
Save 35'

200 Tablets

Treasure Hunters
Must Have Permits
FRANICFORT, Ky. - Ken- National Register of Historic
tucky treasure hunters who dig Places.
for valuables on state owned or
Mrs. Eldred Melton, director
state controlled property of the Kentucky Heritage
without a state permit are Commission, commented the
violating the law.
Commission is prepared, if
Frederick Rick Wilson, necessary, to prosecute persons
archaeologist for the Kentucky found illegally- collecting. ex
Heritage Commission, said ploring or excavating state
Kentucky's archaeology law property'. A permit can be
prohibits persons from willfully obtained from the University of
injuring, destroying or defacing Kentucky's anthropology
archaeological sites or any' department.
object of antiquity, either InThe permit describes the
dian or pioneer or any other
location and sites of the ruins or
relic, on land owned or condeposits where the exploration
trolled by the Commonwealth or
or excavation is to be conducted
any state agency.
and is given for a specific and
"Those who are caught," said
limited time.
Wilson, "can receive as much
The permit is issued on the
as a six-month jail sentence or a
approval of the agency owning
$500 fine or both. The least an
or having control of the land
offender can get is ten days in
upon which the exploration or
jail or a $50 fine or both."
excavation will take place.
The law was devised to keep
non-professionals and collectors--.., While prival.e owners of
from tampering with ar- historical sites or buildings are
chaeological sites and aa,, not covered under Kentucky's
tiquities. It allows qualified archaeology law, they are
persons and educational in- protected by trespass laws,
stitutions to explore, excavate which protect their property
and collect historical objects. against the intrusion of treasure
Wilson is concerned with the hunters. Wilson said that
increasing number of collectors several states are adopting
who are using electronic metal specific laws to protect
detectors. Many are enticed privately owned historical sites
into looking for gold or silver and buildings from unlawful
through treasure magazines intrusion. But he said that it
which advertise these detec- may be years before Kentucky
tors. A handbook often ac- adopts such a law.
companies the metal detector
Wilson urged anyone who
with suggestions on where :to might feel inclined to explore or
look for hidden treasure. Wilson dig on any state owned or
said that one such handbook controiled - property
to
listed many historic Kentucky familarize himself with the law
sites and buildings, some on the before proceeding.
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Austin Peay Sends Racers To

(MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)

Seventh Consecutive Setback

PUT

By MIKE BRANDON
basket.
Then the Governors went into Governor Coach Lake Kelly
home against Athletes In AeLedger & Times Sports Editor
"The game had no ex- ti
the delay game,forcing Murray said.
on.
The last time anybody to come out and go for the ball.
"But he hadn't been starting. citement," Overton said,
The Racers also play at home
scored 80 points on us was a And in going for the ball, the So I thought he deserved a shot
"I'd rather have sat and tonight,
meeting the run and
junior varsity game," Murray Racers'got a little too close as at. it and let him do it.
watched the officials than to g
us Titans from Oral Roberts
State Coach Fred Overtop said. Derrick Melvin fouled Norman
watch us play. They really put u
"I'd been talking earlier with
niversity.
"I don't know what was Jackson, who hit two free Garner about his rebounding. on a good show a couple of times
The preliminary game at 5:30
wrong with Austin Peay.'•
with their moves.
throws and the GOVS led by six. He hadn't been doing much
. m. will find the Racer women
Well it has been awhile since
-I
really think this was the
With 2:27 left in the contest, before this game, he just
laying Southern Illinois
most boring game that I've ever
anyone s scored only 80 points Grover Woolard was fouled and seemed to stand around under
University.
sat
through
off the Racers but nothing was hit both sides of the bonus to the basket all the time."
as a coach. It looked
ku n tyt.
44 36-40
like a night when everybody
wrong with Austin Peay.
trim the Austin Peay lead to
It was not the typical Austin
Murray
32-70
ine Governors,Just as tough
wanted
,to
he
home watching_ — ---441111-144
.9,414.thAlt_WaS the last, -4teay-Murray game. Of emerge- 7477
4114y—
as aver 41 the Little-Red Barn. timeMurray scored in the tem-s ass
ip
it really couldn't have been television, Police Woman • or ?layer
OW Howard
9.23 1-2 LS 11
spoiled Overton's,Homecoming game.
--- anyway because of the Racers' something like tlot."
--referriv.wet--241-By The Associateil prei;
Garner
by sending Mw-ray to an 80-70
finished
as
the
Before
leading
downed Carson Newman 90-67, Pikeville turned beck visiting
beginning
104 Amer
the low standing in the league plus
Middle Tennessee has a firm Pikeville defeated
()ladle F1shback
11-17 0-0 3 22
loss Saturday in Clarksville.
scorer in the contest, hitting on
comeback rally, the Racers
Transylvania Transylvania and improved its
Middle Tennessee's comNorman -10,13.404
0-1 3-4 4 3
lead in Ohio Valley Conference 91-83, Old
13 of 15 floor attempts for 26
Overton,
who
played trailed in the second half by as
Joe Joins=
Dominion downed record to 18-5. Transy, led by
04 04 1 0
manding lead made it just
basketball with a 7-0 record Kentucky Wesleyan
%clue Flsher
0-2 04 0
points
basketball and served as an much as 16 points, 66-50 at the
while
5-10
super
guard
120-87 and Jim Biven with 32 points, fell to
another game.
Fired EppAy ,
3-7 so 4 6
after a 102-95 weekend win at Northern Kentucky
assistant coach at Austin Peay, 11:16 mark of the contest.
Charlie Fishtiack added 22 and
sm,is
State edged 12-6.
oe 0 0
37-714.„
Only a couple of times in the Otis Howard 19.
Western Kentucky.
Totals
watched the usual pattern
32 33
Slippery Rock 90-89 in overIt was the rebounding that
Old Dominion got 23 points
MIA RAT STATE
In other OVC games in- time.
develop in the game. The made the difference in the entire game did the Austin Peay
For Murray, Grover Woolard
PIA yer
habil 11344-4 r0 lp
from Wilson Washington as it
fans come alive. And even with scored 24
volving Kentucky schools Satur;roNer Woolard
1047
Racers, who trailed by as much game.
44 6 24
points, Zech
Also,
Thomas
More
beat
Bel- rolled over visiting Kentucky
Jesse WIlliams
I-16
1-2 5 18
day, Eastern Kentucky downed larmine 81-75,
as 18 points in the game, waited
Murray got only one shot at the noise, it was only a whisper Blasingame 20 and Jesse
:.Arry Moffett
Berea downed '
3-7
04 3
,Wesleyan at Norfolk, Va. WilMorehead 86-82 and Austin Union 81-78, David
7.3eh Blastngsme
6-14
until the last minute to make a the basket for most of the game compared to the past two years Williams 18.
44 7 20
Lipscomb
liam Johnson had 16 points to
Wade
0-2
when the Racers had to play in
04 2 0
Peay defeated Murray 80-70.
comeback, and as usual, it fell while the Governors, playing
Austin Peay, 10-8 overall and
was a 70-67 winner over Camp- lead Wesleyan. ODU
MAJ.
1-4
04 2 2
is now 11-6
Middle Tennessee's win in bellsville, Georgetown
J,!1•114.11es
3-2
short.
04 0 0
like they were on springs, the tattle Red Barn with Fly 4-3 in the league, will play an
defeated
for the season. Kentucky WesH-,Me04
04
04 0
Williams buzzing around the exhibition game tonight at
Bowling Green was its 10th Oakland City 85-67
The loss, the seventh con- sweeped their offensive boards
and Mem- leyan is 9-6.
3043 1142 33
straight victory and its first phis Southwestern
secutive for the Racers, leaves for countless putbacks in the
downed
Ken Nail's 26 points led the
OVC win at Western.
Murray with an 8-9 slate for the contest.
Centre 68-66.
Northern Kentucky State
"We
got
together
season and a dismal 1-6 in the
and decided
The Governors' rebounding
Gerald Cunningham hit for 22 triumph over visiting
Slippery
we weren't going to let the points to lead the
conference. It all but eliminates edge was an astounding 52-33.
Kentucky Rock. Two key steals by Richcrowd
bother
the chances the Racers have for
us,"
said
II
Claude State win at Frankfort. Visiting ard
Derkson
and Mark Wilcox
"Sleepy" Taylor, who Siored 20 Carson-Newman was led
rualonvit to the post-aeason
by led to quick baskets that sealed
the
points for the visitors, 18 in the Rick Muckenthaler with
league tournament.
"We weren't alert at all. We___
_
.
-a-- the -victory.
second half.
• Trailing 72-64 with 3:39 left in weren't reacting or jumping."
game-high 24 points.
NKSL1 is now 9-7, Slippevy--"Steve peeler led the Middle
'The contest', the Racers got an
By Boil -GREEN
Golf Toiirnament-77Otis
Howard,
The victory broke a boo- Rock is 13-6.
--- water all over the lush layout:7
a
8-?'
'
attack
unusual four-point play and sophomore, and Ralph Garner,
with
Palmer,a struggling non-winAP Golf Writer
28
points.
Western
game
losing streak for KenAnother storm could end the
Thomas More got 24 points
moved to within just four points. a 6-8 senior, combined for 27
got 27 points from Johnny Britt tucky State and left the ThoHONOLULU (AP) — "Just ner for the last two years and tournament.
from Mark Krebs in its sucone shot back," mused Arnold trying to make a comeback
and
Mike
Junior
forward
Odemns
Jesse rebounds, with Howard pulling
added
24
robreds
for
with a 14-2 record for cessful invasion of
If that happens, the tournaBellarmine.
Williams hit from 15 feet out down 15.
the home team.
Palmer. -One shot. Well, that's from 1974, his worst season ment is over and Fezler
the season. Carson-Newman The Louisville
is a
school was led
and was fouled, hitting both "He had been doing a real not too bad. Not bad at all. I'm ever, twice had a share of the winner. It can't be
The
loss
dropped
Western,
dropped
to
13-10.
extended beby Floyd Smith with 15 points.
charity tosses
Middle's closest challenger in
good job on the boards for us," always pleased to go into the lead in third-round play but had yond today's play. Many of the
Fred Walker and Danny Thomas More
evened its record
last round — any last round — to be content with a three-un- players are committed
the OVC, to 5-2 in the OVC and Moses scored 16 points each
to playas at 8-8. Bellarrnine is 9-8.
just one shot behind."
10-6 overall.
der-par 69 and a 205 total, one ing in the Bob Hope Desert
And that's the position the 45- shot back of Fezler, who car- Classicbeginning
At Richmond, Ky., Carl
Wednesday in
year-old Palmer found himself ded a 68.
Brown scored his 1,000th point
Palm Springs, Calif.
in today, one shot back of
as he led the Eastern triumph
"It wasn't a bad round, but it
young Forrest Fezler going into wasn't a good one," Palmer
over visiting Morehead.
the rain-delayed final round of said. "I made some mistakes I
Morehead, led by Arch Johnthe $220.000 Hawaiian Open shouldn't have made. But it's
son with n points, held a ninepoint lead over Eastern Kenbetter than I've been playing. I
tucky in the second half, but
And I have a little more confidence in what I'm doing,"
The monthly meeting of the Eastern was closing the gap
Veteran Lou Graham holed
West Kentucky Retriever Club and Brown's basket tied it 64an 80-yard shot from the rough
will be held at 1:30 p. m. Sunday E4.
for an eagle on his final hole, a
About five minutes later he
at the headquarters building of
sparkling 65 arid a tie imith____the West Kentucky Wildlife scored No. 1,002 to put Eastern
Palmer for second at 205.
Management
Area
near ahead for good. His 27 points
led Eastern and made him high
The North Calloway seventh
Al Geiberger, the leader • Ghramville.
grade boys tearri won a home through the first two rounds,
scorer for the game.
Following a very brief
contest Saturday 47-33 over took a 71 and was tied with
"That's the best way I can
business meeting, a film of the think of for him to get his
Benton.
Gary Groh at 206, 10 under par
North,improving its record tr-tin thetater-logged 7,184yard4 club's fall field trial with be 1,000th point," Eastern Coach
shown. The movie shows all Bob Mulcahy said. "And No.
5-1, moved to an early 9-8 lead at Waialae Country Club course.
breeds of retrievers in 1,002, that's pretty good, too."
the end of the first period and Groh had a third-round 70.
simulated hunting conditions.
then outscored Benton 14-5 for a
No one else was within three
Eastern is now 7-10 for the
The second movie is the season and 3-4 in the OVC.
23-13 intermission lead.
shots. Defending champion
award-winning "Mike, a Morehead is 8 8 overall and 2-5
Benton came back in the third Jack Nicklaus had a 70 and
Labrador Retriever."
period and pulled to within four, was eight back at 212.
in the conference.
31-27, at the end of the quarter
A tropical storm washed out
Murray was led by Grover
before North put the game away Saturday's play and another
The film traces a beautiful Woolard with 24 points. Austin
heavy downpour delayed things
in the final frame.
halck Lab through training an
Peay boosted its OVC record to
Keith Edwards paced the for more than half an hour Sun- -finally to action-packed dock 4-3 and its season mark to 10-8.
scoring for North with 16 points day. That one struck during the
hunting with his handler. After Murray is 1-6 in the league and
prime-time t.le,aci of the tour-----tha-films-„, those in attendance 8-0 overall.
while Paqcball added 03
—
North will try to avenge its nament and left the cameras
will then move on to the lakes
In other OVC action, Tenonly loss of the season today at with nothing to show but a dog _ area for a Working session with nessee Tech edged East Ten4:30 p. m. as they host Murray romping on the beach, workthe retrievers.
nessee 85-84 at Cookeville,
Middle School. The eighth grade men trying to sop water off the
Tenn.
boys will play the nightcap.
greens and shots of Palmer
All members and interested
Frank Jones scored 33 points
Benton
8 5 14 6-33 mopping his dripping face with
persons are urged to attend.
to lead Tennessee Tech, East
North
a
towel, scratching his neck
9 14 8 16-47
The March meeting, which Tennessee was led by Bruce
Benton
33 i—Jackson 8, and occasionally taking a pracwill feature Dr. Denial Curtis with 19. Tech is 10-6
tice
swing.
Darnell
3, Creason 7, Thompson
Holladay,
a
Paducah overall and 4-3 in the OVC.
SNEAKY SNAKE—Grover "Snake" Woolard goes sliding
8,Stone 1 and Thompson 6.
"It wasn't a very happy situveterinarian, will include a East Tennessee is 2-5 in the
through the Austin Peay defense to put up a jump shot and net two
ation,"
North
he
said.
47.
The storm
-Edwards 16,
discussion of field first aid and league and 6-9 overall.
DOING THE TWIST—Jesse Williams 140
of his 24 points in the Racers'80-70 loss Saturday to the Governors.
of Murray State
Paschall 13, Furr 8, Graham 4, filled the bunkers, covered
ailments common to all breeds
In other Kentucky college twists his body and tries to find away to shoot
iStaff Photos by Mike Brandonl
over Otis Howard of
Scott 3, Lamb 2 and Thorne 1. some greens and left pools of of retrievers.
basketball, Kentucky
. State Austin Peay. Williams finished with 18 points in the contest.

Middle Edges Western
To Stretch-OVC Lead

boarThd.e) rzld,as

Fezzler Leads Palmer By One
In Rain-Delayed Hawaiian- Open.

Retriever Club
u Meet Sunday

North Calloway
Gets Win Over
Benton Cagers
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ATTENTION!!

GOLD KEY
What Is It? Top Quality Automobile Insurance with LOW Quarterly Premi
ums.
Responsible and Careful Drivers can now actually realize a Savings in Automobile Insurance
with Gold Key. For those who can
qualify, not only will you receive a substantial discount upon acquiring this
quality coverage for having a clean driving
record for the prior three year period but, in addition,additional premium discounts for addition
al years of clean driving.

Ta
al

With GOLD KEY Auto Insurance, you not only receive the BROADEST in auto insurance
coverage at a very LOW cost but you also receive the services of the largest staffed agency
in Murray and Calloway County. You deal with a local agent, not a company or company
employee
If you want to know if you can qualify and how much you might save, call one of the
following!
Bob Billington, Dan Shipley, Tom Scruggs, Melva
Hatcher at
753-4751.
Join the increasing numbers of automobile owners who are realizing savings on their
automobile insurance and are putting the Murray Insurance Agency in their corner.

Tom Scruggs

YOUR/

Mum

AGENT
•OL.J

Bob Billington, CPCU

BeAir Canter

a

lest

Mrs. A.R.(Melva) Hatcher

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

Dan Shipley

Phone 753-4751
in BI
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Connors Proves He's
King Of Tennis World
11
visiting
oved its
led by
s, fell to
I points
in as it
entucky
la. Wiloints to
sow 11-6
Ey Wesled the
State
;tipper),
y RichWilcox
t sealed
;lippery
points
,Ls sucvas led
points
record

State
ant of
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PORTS

Run-And-Gun Celtics
Mop Floor With Bucks

By DON HORINE
volleying errors.
third game reached deuce four
By DAVE O'HARA
Associated Press Writer
Louis of the rival American
Laver finally began getting times, and once Laver held the
AP Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) - his first serve in during
Basketball Association next
the advantage. Connors kept atBOSTON (AP)- Dave Cow- fall.
-This is the toughest game I third set and that made a
dif- tacking and finally held serve.
ens was his usual overpowering
ever played in my life."
Cowens, sidelined with a broference. He won his first four
Both were serving well now
self, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar was ken foot as the Celtics started
With that tribute following his service games at love. The and
held serve until the score
frustrated once again, but with a 9-8 record, dominated
6-4, 6-2, 3-6, 7-5 victory Sunday crowd cheered him on and he
reached 5-4, Connors' advanTwo school records fell 4 while in the two-mile run, Bob Coach Tommy Heinsohn want- both ends of the court as the
over Rod Laver, Jimmy Con- broke Connors' serve for the tage, and
with Laver serving.
Saturday as the Murray State Arnet was second in 9:24.7. ed to talk about Jo Jo White Celtics posted their 16th victory
nors began thinking about more first time in the sixth game,
Laver served brilliantly-three
track team took a second-place Fourth in the event was Rod and the Boston Celtics' fast in 17 games and the 19th in the
$100,000 matches.
forcing three errors.
aces in fact. Connors attacked
break.
"I want a rematch," Connors
last 21, raising the team record
Laver easily won the third wrecklessly. Five - that's overall finish in a triangular Harvey in 930.6.
"We destroyed them with the to 35-14. He scored from in
meet at Western Illippts
shouted and Laver, the 36year- set and_broke Connors' serve in right, live
.
Three oilier Murray per,
- match points feeUniversity.
old Australian legend, said tiri'd the first game of the fourth on
'formers got second-place fast break an Jo Jo rah. the Close, on drives and on bombs
Connors and eight deuces and
show beautifully." Heinsohn from the outside.
Western Illinois woa the meet finishes. •
probably like one too after he two drop shots and two errors. Laver survived
---•-•
making incred- with 68 points
while Murray was
plays in some tournaments to
Jabbar, trying to cover CowSteve Ford was second in the said Sunday after the Celtics
From that point the two left- ible gets and impossible volsecond with 48 and Northeast shot put with a 49-2'2, Gordy bombed the Milwaukee Bucks ens inside arid out, hit on only
remove the staleness left from handers played their best ten- leys.
He finally won by reacha six-month vacation layoff.
Benfield was second in the mile- 120-102 for their ninth con- 10 of 26 field goal attempts benis. Both attacked with aban- ing the net and forcing two er- Missouri third with 46.
Patmore
Chatham,
If Laver isn't ready, Connors don and banged their ground rors.
a run with a 4:20.4 and Dennis secutive National Basketball fore he left with 5:46 remainsophomore from the West In- Mabbitt was second in the 880 Association victory.
would like to play Australia's strokes.
ing.
It was Lever's last gasp. ConCowens did his thing magJohn Newcombe, his chief rival
In the other NBA games, the
In the second game of the nors easily won his serve, then dies, was the winner in the long with a 1:57.7, losing in a photo
nificently
in
jump
the
nationally
with an effort of 23-7, finish.
tele- New Orleans Jazz defeated the
for the title of No. 1 player in fourth set Laver volleyed
just Lever's first serves failed him
vised
game,
knocking
scoring
almost
24
points New York Knicks 118-114; the
the world.
two inches off
Also in the 880, freshman
long enough - three times - again. Two drives skipped back
the old record of 23-5k4 lield by Jimmy Colon was third with a and grabbing 22 rebounds while Cleveland Cavaliers whipped
A national television audience to enable Connors to break his past
Laver after hitting the net Granville
playing
just
36
minutes
in
Buckley.
the the Detroit Pistons 116-96; the
watched the match along with serve.
personal best of 2:01.5. In the
and Connors forced two more
Trevor Athill was fourth In mile, running open, Sam runaway. Abdul-Jabbar man- Kansas City-Omaha Kings de3,800 spectators who paid $175,- .. With Connors serving,
the errors after reaching the net.
aged
the event with a 21-8.
23
points,
but
only
six feated the Golden State War000 to sit in a specially built
-'Torres, a former Murray star,
Senior hurdler Gary Craft of won the event with a 4:17.3, rebounds before going to the riors 127-101; the Chicago Bulls
tennis pavilion at a hotel.
Louisville scorched the field in though his place did not count Milwaukee bench.
Connors won $100,000 and a
subdued the Washington Bullets
A deadly shooter since join- 97-80; the Philadelphia 76ers
the 70-yard hurdles by winning for Murray.
new car, the biggest payoff for
the event in 8.8, the old record
a single match in history. LaIn the 70-yard dash, Little Joe ing the Celtics in 1970, White, stopped the Houston Rockets
being held by Pat Verry.
ver got $50,000 to $60,000 as a
Patrick won a fourth place witb who got 20 points, finally is as- 90-77 and the Seattle SuperMurray had three other first a 7.3 while in the 1,000-yard run, suming the role of court gener- Sonics turned back the Los An"consolation prtze."
place winners.
Always a slow starter, Laver
Benfield was fourth with a al as backcourt partner Don -gees Rams 119-112.
By The Associated irons
Virginia Squires beat the SpirChaney plays out a contract beFlip Martin tied the indoor 2:21.3.
played tentatively in the first
Jazz 118, Knicks 114
George Gervin c uuttted Its of St. Loins 109-101; the New
school record by taking the high
two sets. He served poorly and murder in broad daylight SunPete Maravich scored 33
High jumper Jim Rhozon was fore pining the Spirits of St.
Nets 126-90; the Kentucky jump at 6-6. Three times he just
York
hit shallow shots. Connors day.
unable to makeihe trip as well
••
Colonels whipped the Utah
drilled them deep and raced to
"Gervin just killed us," said Stars 96-96 and the Memphis tipped the bar over in trying for as distance runners Brian
6-8.
the net for put-away volleys. Indiana's George McGinnis
Rutter and Martyn Brewer.
Lester Flax, a junior from the
He also lived up to his reputa- after Gervin scored 44 points to Sounds drubbed the Denver
Rutter will be out for two
Nuggets
120-103.
West Indies, won the 600 in weeks with his injury while
tion as perhaps the strongest lead the Spurs to 119-100 victory
The
Pacers
held
leads
up
of
1:13.9, coming from behind in Brewer, with tendon trouble, is
returner of second serves in the over the Pacers.
to 11 points in the first period
game.
sidelined indefinitely.
It was Gervin's best perform- before the Spurs made a come- the final 50 yards.
By The Associated Press
It was another frustrating
The other first-place finish for
In the second set Connors ance of the season and overback behind their star. San An- Murray was in the triple jump
"The puck went in for a visit to Boston Garden for the
Trade Made
made more errors on ground shadowed a fine night by
tonio took the lead for good at where Kevin Cables, a freshKANSAS CITY I API - The change, that's all," explained Flyers. Philadelphia beat the
strokes but Laver got in only 17 McGinnis, the American Bas50-48 on a pair of free throws man, won in 47-4. Chatham
was Kansas City-Omaha Kings have Boston Coach Don Cherry after Bruins in Boston the first time
of 45 first serves. Then Laver ketball Association's leading
by Rich Jones with 151 left in third with an effort of 45-7i4.
traded forward Nate Williams his slumping Bruins whipped they played there, on Nov. 12,
made a change. He went to the scorer, who had 34 points.
the half.
Norman deCaussin was to the New Orleans Jazz for the mighty Philadelphia Flyers 1967. But that was the last time
net on Connors' second serve
"I don't think he did anything
They built the margin to as second in the pole vault with 13- forward 011ie Johnson and 5-1.
they've won in Boston, going 0and on the few openings Con- wrong all day," said McGinnis
much as 23 points several times
"We didn't go out to make it 17-3 since that time.
guard Rick Adelman.
nors gave him in rallies. But of Gervin. "He was just unbein the final period.
The National Basketball As- 10-0 and then let them rap
Connors passed the two time lievable. Once he gets hot, you
sociation club announced the some in," he added, explaining
Squires 109, Spirits 101
Elsewhere in the National
Grand Slam winner or hit the can't stop him."
trade Saturday. To make room the Bruins' close-checking Hockey League, Montreal
Virginia's Red Robbins hit a
By The Associated Press .
ball so hard that Laver made
In the other ABA games, the
EAST
for the new players, the Kings game plan. "Four was enough ripped California 5-1, Buffalo
layup and a foul shot with 25
Georgetown, D.C., 77, Penn
placed Don Kojis, recovering to win. There was no way we bombed Kansas City 8-1, Atseconds left to nail down the St 66
Lafayette 82, Rider 71
from knee surgery, on the in- were going to open up."
lanta topped Minnesota 5-3, the
Squires' victory over St. Louis,
91,
Boston
Col_
Fordham
74
Bobby Orr, as usual, was the New York Rangers tied Detroit
jured list.
Nets 126, Q's 90
-Connecticut 100, Maine 90
Williams was in his tetra- tit man for Boston Sunday 5-5 and the New York Islanders
Larry Kenon arid Julius Er-- --Pitt 70, William & Mary 60
night. Orr scored one goal and tied Chicago 1-1.
W. Virginia 97, Davidson 92
year with the Kings.
ving combined for 52 points to
Syracuse 82, La Salle 78
The Kings also sent Ken Dur- assisted on the other four as
power New York past San
Penn 79, Yale 67
The Bruins struck for three
Temple 76, Bryan 69
rett to the Philadelphia 76ers the Bruins picked up only their
Diego. The Nets' seventh
Brown 62, Princeton 61
for
straight victory kept them in
cash or a draft choice to be third victory in the last 10 goals in the first period and
Harvard 80, Columbia 77
games.
coasted home,
first place in the ABA's East
St. John's, N.Y., 105, Army 77 determined later.
St Joseph's, Pa., 84, Vermont
Division.
70
Colonels 96, Stars 86
massachusetts 65, Niagara 64
Canisius 93, Providence 85
Dan Lssel and Louie Dampier
Cornell
71, Dartmouth 60
led a fourth-quarter rally that
Geo. Washington 68, Boston
pushed Kentucky past Utah. U. 62
SOUTH
•
The victory was Kentucky's
Maryland 98, N. Carolina St.
25th in 26 home appearances.
97
Tennessee 105, Georgia 69
Sounds 120, Nuggets 103
Florida 101, Vanderbilt 90
Chuck Williams scored 29 ,._K80tucky_,112
._Mississippi Si.
ts to propel Memphis over 79
Florida
St.
Tenn.•Chat111,
Denver.
7534111 •
70
• - --41:
3
4.194eirrolina st. 2, Minion 0,
SKIING
forfeit
MOUNT SNOW, Vt.- Harold
Virginia 92, Duke 85, OT
New Owners:
Louisville 112, N. TexaS St. 67
efer, a 6-foot-5 veteran from
Austria, edged 1974 world pro • 7.1ual a
Don Gilbert 8 Mildred Colson
'
nm
:i'uu1•3ht:rnn 53U - NO,
e a967,7,Sii
champion Hugo Nindl of Aus- 69
LSU 94, Mississippi 86
tria in the giant slalom,for the
Southern U., La., 96, Miss,
84,000 first prize in the $30,000 Valley
St_ 83
Mount Snow classic.
Rutgers 75, Navy 10
Richmond 80, The Citadel 75
Old Dominion 120, Ky. Wesleyan 87
Southern-Baton
Rouge 96,
Miss. Valley 83
Centenary 105, S. Mississippi
81
N.C. Central 85, Delaware St.
80
Col. New Orleans 66, E
Michigan 65, OT
Marshall 90, Morris Harvey
63
Memphis St. 105, Union.
Tenn., 52
Kentucky St. 90, Carson-New
man 67
Clemson 80, N. Carolina 72
Wake Forest 90, Virginia
Tech 72
MIDWEST
Indiana 72, Ohio St. 66
Notre Dame, 96, Cincinnat
Xavier 58
Purdue 75, Michigan 67
Wisconsin 86, Iowa 85, OT
Minnesota 70, Northwestern
57
Michigan St. 75, Illinois 60
Oklahoma St. 74, Oklahoma
65
your choice of...
W. Michigan 86, Miami 73
Kent St 74, Ohio U. 69
Indiana St. 82, Ball St. 69
New Mexico St. 45, Drake 44
Cincinnati 85, N. Illinois 69
Mankato St., 76, S. Dakota 72
Bowling Green 67, Toledo 63
Wichita St. 83, Bradley 76
Iowa St. 101, Colorado 90
CASH
NO. of
MONTHLY TOTAL
ANNUAL
S. Illinois 67, W. Texas St 50
ADVANCE MONTHS PAYMENTS PAYMENTS % RATE
Creighton 77, Oral Roberts 62
Marquette 72, DePaul 69
48
$7317
$2500
$351216
Akron 65, Youngstown St 61
1780%
Missouri 88, Nebraska 74
St. Louis 76, Tulsa 74
83,000
887.63
48
$4,206.24
1790%
Valparaiso 81, Butler 64
Kansas St. 66, Kansas 56
Detroit
86, St. Bonaventure 82
$9041
$3,500
so
95,424.90
18.80%
SOUTHWEST
Houston 90, S. Carolina 84
St Mary's Tex., 110, St St
$4,000
so
$103.23
$6,193.80
1876%
Edward's 87
Texas Tech 81, TCU 78, OT
Sam Houston St. 91, Texas
48.1 76
Baylor 73, Arkansas 69
Pan American 109, S. Can
lMa Baptist 81
Arkansas St 91, NE Lou,
siana 74
SMU 76, Rice 67
Loans and financing to 54,800.
Texas A&M 80, Texas 74
FAR WEST
Large loans for homeowners.
UCLA 89, S California gA
Weber St. 67, Idaho St 59
California 60, Stanford 46
Texas El Paso 53, New Mex.
co
52
CREAWZ
,
12 1°
Washington 103, Washington
St.
70
0,C,A
II CA -M-ZS.7
ClieiM 51 64; Long Beach
-, St.San
77'
Montana 70, Idaho 63
Open Friday Nights Until 6:00
Utah St 91, Brigham Young
In Bel.Air Center
84
Murray
1203 Chestnut
Ross Wilder, Mgr.
Utah 117, Oklahoma City 69
Phone 753-5573
Holy Cron 23, Seco Hall 11

Racers Finish Second
At Western Illinois

George Gervin Scores
44, Spurs Rip Pacers

Slumping Bruins Bomb
Defending Champs 5-1

points and added 12 assists to
lead New Orleans over newlook
New York. Henry Bibby, acquired in a trade with the
Knicks only Saturday, added 13
for the Jazz in a reserve role
as New Orleans picked up its
sixth victory of the season
against 42 losses
Cavillers 116, Pistons 96
Cleveland's Jim Clelmons
scored 22 points, including 10 in
the third quarter, to help the
Cavaliers roll past Detroit.
Kings 127, Warriors 101
Nate Archibald hit 13 of 19
field goal attempts and scored
30 points to lead Kansas City
over Golden State.
Bulls 87, Bullets 80
Bob Love scored 24 pOints
and Chet Walker, who played
less than three quarters, had 19
to lead Chicago over Washington.
76ers 90, Rockets 77
Doug Collins and Fred Carter
combined for 51 points to power
Philadelphia over Houston.
SuperSonics 119, Lakers 112
Seattle, paced by Fred
Brown, built a nine-point lead
with 90 seconds remaining and
held off a Los Angeles rally to
beat the Lakers. Brown scored
20 points for the winners while
Archie Clark had 22.

College Scores

The sooner
you call,
the sooner
you save
on-car

Re-Opening

Today
Monday, February 3

"The
Great

Triangle Inn

insurance.
Ronnie Ross
216 IL Aliia
Phase 7534499

75

Put
On

SALL

Ever try
reasoning
with an
\
overloaded
credit card?

Dennison Hunt Sporting Goods will give you
$3.00 off
on any Puma shoes when you bring in a pair
of old tennis shoes
-orYou can receive a Puma T-Shirt in your choice of color.
The Old Tennis Shoes Will Be
Donated To Charity

Talk to the Good News loan people
about one of these consolidation plans:

Puma Ace
Puma Crack
Puma All Round
Puma High Top

and smile again!

.LIFT

Puma Match
Famous Banana
Joe Namath Swinger
ladies Volley or Ladies Master

Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods

753-8844
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Indiana Gets Close
Call But Still Wins

Regional Schedule For
Boys And Girls Is Set

Pas

(
MURRAY LEDGER &TIMES
)

The First Region boy's basketball tournament will be held
at Murray State University again this year and the girls'
regional playoffs will be staged at Mayfield High School.
By KEN RAPPOPORT
keying a weekend of upsets
But the respective schedules of the two tourneys will not
one else this season.
AP Sports Writer
Elsewhere:
conflict with each other.
"Anytime you play a team
Fred Taylor got a close look that's ready to play and
Syracuse shocked No.7 LaThe opening round of the girls' tournament is slated
win by
for
at the nation's top-ranked bas- six, you can't be anything
1:30 p. m. Monday, March 10 with the second session
but Salle 82-78, Clemson beat No. 10
ketball team and didn't like pleased," said Indiana
North
Carolina
scheduled
80-72,
Stanford,
later
that
evening.
Coach
what he saw.
The girls' semifinal matches will take place at 7
Bobby Knight, enjoying the fin- ranked No. 17, was stopped 60p. m.
•'They get a piece of you or est season of his career. 46 by California, Houston
Thursday, March 13 and the final round is set for 2
p. m.
the basketball on almost every "That's a tougher ballgame trimmed 19th-ranked South
Saturday, March 15.
play," said the Ohio State than we've been in for
Carolina
90-84,
The
and
boys'
tournamen
Kansas
t
gets
underway
at 7 p. m. Tuesday,
some
coach after losing a 72-66 deci- time. Ohio State was
March 11, with the first round game and the second contest
as diffi- State upset No. 20 Kansas 66-56.
is
sion Saturday night. "It's diffi- cult for us to score against
UCLA,
scheduled
nation's
the
at
fourthapproxima
tely
8:45.
as
cult to concentrate on your of- any team we've played
ranked
team,
second
The
whipped
session
No.
6
for
the
boys
will be held at the same
so far.
fense like that."
times on Wednesday, March 12.
"I was really pleased with Southern Cal 89-84 Saturday
The victory was the 23rd our guards, Quinn Buckner and night to extend its spectacular
Semifinal contests will be staged at 7p. m. and 845
p.m.,.
Straight by the unflappable Bob-Wilkerson
Friday and the_cluiniariallipleerilait for the boys win
especiaHy home court winning streak to
get
Hoosiers, the only undefeated with their defense."
77 games.
underway at 8 p• m.
major college team in the counEddie Williams fired in 35
Among other Top Ten teams,
While the nation's No. 1 team
By the end ef the period,
At the end of the period,
try.
-Monday, March II - 1:30 p. in. at Mayfield, girls'
points Saturday night to lead Coach Bob Sparks' Cardinals
was winning, the No. 2 team No. 3 Louisville defeated North
first
Mayfield led 61-56.
The margin of victory was was having problems. North Texas State 112-67; No. 5 Kenround. 7 p. m. at Mayfield, girls' second round.
visiting Mayfield to a 79-67 win led 21-10.
Mayfield began to pull away
small, considering what In- Carolina State was beaten 96-97 tucky whipped Mississippi State
over Marshall County in a
-Tuesday, March 11-7 p.m.at MSU, boys' first session.
Twice in the second period,
in the final period, stretching
-Wednesday, March 12 - 7 p. in. at MSU, boys'
diana has been doing to every- by eighth-ranked Maryland, 112-79 and No. 9 Alabama
contest
played
at
South
Marthe
Cardsran
the
margin
second
out to
session.
shall.
downed No. 14 Auburn 77-53.
16 points and threatened to blow the lead out to nine points before
Marshall County came back to
Williams,a 6-4 senior forward the Marshalls off the floor.
Elsewhere, 11th-ranked Ore-Thursday, March 13 - 7 p. m. at Mayfield, girls'
But
who is being scouted by many each time, the Marshalls within five at 71-66 at the 3:24
semifinals.
gon whipped Hawaii 77-72; No.
IN Wet CANA
mark.
major universities, won a managed to come up
-Friday, March 14-7 p. m.at MSU,boys' semifinals
12 Arizona State held off No. 15
!m.o. ONWS• OV
with a
.
I- 71
But in the final minutes,
A VOW
shootout with senior Larry couple of baskets and stay
1.1110.:
-Saturday, March 15-2 p.m. at Mayfield, girls'
OP
Arizona 63-81; 13th-rated MarNT
A•AA.•
v.erAmeNL T
in
the
NIMES
finals.
.
8
• L NO
Smak N
Mayfield went to Williams, who
/NM Mat
1A001.0
McGregor of Marshall County. game.
quette outscored DePaul 72.69;
p.
at M81..). boys' finals.
RC
11.4 TI•
NALL TTTTT
•
MANISOOM
MAMMAS NATO
scored 10 of the last 12 Mayfield
CwaseLoTTE
SSGJA SOLTMos
McGregor, a 6-3 boardhorse,
No. 16 Notre Dame blasted XaimiTIOT•
s
At halftime, the Marshalls
FTC*,
WIMMAN K v
▪IssisiNFT •T
1111301164
points. In fact, in the final
oapevria
finished the contest with 24 trailed Mayfield 40-28.
ON_ANDANA C
vier 96-58 and No. 18 Tennessee
r
NMINMAID-K•
r7
SONO.•TA
ARANO
MR TN CANAL..
LI
MINT 'Lamp
period in which the Cardinals
points.
7.47IELO
routed Georgia 105-69.
1•
Como NAM
Late
MAN.
in
the
third
period,
JACKSON, OWN- WONA TS
NANA v
1
For the first half, it looked as Mayfield was rolling along with had 18 points, Williams netter 12
.0 :DANA.. le
v
W.TLANO ST NM SS
Indiana scored seven straight
Maim.
SAING:A
MONISSI
NON
if the Cardinals would have a a 54-44 lead when the Marshalls big markers.
.0WGIA TISCN
.1417000
RUTIN.
points
to
take
a
64-58
GISTTIMING
lead
with
01.0110e0
KAMM. MOM
The win leaves the Cards with
MST .1111.TER
repeat of their first match with made their most serious bid
ILL4740.• STATE
1104.11. 00-016000•A
about seven minutes left in SatTUMLIS
of a 15-3 season mark
INNILAS TSSMAI
warMAIN
NC.-7104.
TS NM OOZE TM.
while the
the Marshalls, a whopping 23- the contest.
I
STETSON
KS NTvc K v
11
L • v
trday night's game and later
TANN. MCA
11
MSTWIN NENTINIM
Marshalls drop to 5-12 for the
L/0101-10-11.1..101011
IS
111 MARV
By BOB COOPER
George Phelps, a 6-3 season.
• s steals in the first few minutes point win at the Mayfield
-leen the ball to give Knight his
"A"VOL
SAM.OF sa-ra
AMAN-.
• MM.MOWN
Christmas Tournament.
ONW.111044
17
AP Sports Writer
sophomore, slapped in a 15_
to get the Wildcats moving.
first victory in four shots at, his
IMAM,T
•
ANILICOL INASS-N-ALMarshall County is on the
s
so
Only once in the game was the footer off the boards at
NLL MPS
pANDAS
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)'•
However,
alma
meter.
The
substitute
Hoosiers
the 3:00 road Tuesday,
•••••••
freshman
held
IS
TWMCCCA
sty MNSIVON
•
1.
1.11301.4111
playing at
scored
tied,
that
came
WILLOADI
Co-So
when
OLD SOMMOS
utheastern
mark and the Marshalls were
Conference Jack Givens led the Kentucky
Big
the
Ten's
scoring
leader,
sot
12
0.0044 COLLS.
04.1.24n
,
Ballard, while the Cards host
.1100010000 00
•
C. MON MAI
s
leader Kentucky will meet parade with 18 points - two junior guard Mike Rosa scored behind just 54-46.
P.
-L.
••
. ATLAMTC
FLA ..40041AL
Bill Andreas, to seven points in
CMALSSTOO.SAP
1
AvAuwr•
Farmingto
POISS••TWIIIAN
n tomorrow night.
IMOAN
MATTANCION
Louisiana State tonight, ex- more than Kevin Grevey - on a layup at the 3:39 mark to
1-0010i INNS rus
Seconds later, following a
as0 AMMO.
the first half. Andreas wound
SAMMY COL
CLAMA-41.•
NT vNLLST
Mayfield
••
.
21 19 21 18.-79
••
NA. NOM
pecting a much tougher team with Guyette and Rick Robey knot the count at six apiece.
MAMA/.CANN.
steal, Phelps tipped in a missed
MAIDC. MM.
4
MANS LLITINNAN
up
with
19
for
the
•T el.A•01
game.
▪ ILL•40211
Marshall
Glum V
10 19 28 11-67
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But in the final three minutes, shot and the Marshalls
11104.1Togs. TIC.14
than the Wildcats beat easily tying at a dozen and substitute
41•0•124210W4M v
•
12
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The
quick
were
00VMM
Hoosiers
forced
1.1.0,11.21110001
the
Mayfield
1.1.14 SAY
(79.1-Williams 35,
La
MAIMS
the Cards exploded.
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down by just six.
James Lee pitching in 13.
Buckeyes into 22 turnovers, 15 here early in the season.
Of
71
Berhow 10, Wilson 8, Neely 12,
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•
A three-point play by
TMAS
107.14 TAMS ST
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Kentucky Coach Joe Hall, on
•sT A m
Guard Dennis Clapp then
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Indiana had a 15-34 lead. The the eve of a crucial road trip, had 23 for the Bulldogs, while Williams at the 3:30 mark gunned li 20-footer from the Sherrill 4.
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1
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That
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first
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game
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Wildcats Go On Road To
Meet An Improved LSU
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1
2Minute
Shopping Spree
At
Southside IGA
*Only 1200 Tickets

Sold
*Drawing February 8th at 9:00
p.m.
Event will be Mon. Feb. 10 or
Tues, Feb. 11
Tickets are being sold by
Jaycees and at each IGA Store
for $1.00
Sponsored by the Murray Calloway
County.,Jaycees
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Berea at Pikevale
Hanover at Transylvania
Kenturty State at Bellarmlne
Shaw at Ky Wesleyan
Cumberland at IC Southeast
Georgetown •t Campbellsville
Louisville at Wichita
Shaw at Kentucky State
Tennessee State Si Northern Ky

BASKETBALL .
NEW ORLEANS - The New
Orleans Jazz acquired guard
Henry Bibby, a first-round
draft choice and an undisclosed
amount of cash from the New
York Knicks for guard Jim
Barnett and center Neil Walk
In a separate National Basketball Association Trade, the Jazz ,
sent reserve guard Rick Adelman and backup forward 011ie
Jetinson to the Kansas- Efts:
, --Omaha Kings- w• etrarel-Nwte-- Williams.

-

DEA,01.10E

MAIL Check or
Money Order
to:
VALENTINE LOVE
LINES
The Murray
ledger &
P.O. Box 32 Times
Murray
Kentucky

.

42071
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Hospital Report

Bible Reading Now Available
To 100 Languages Worldwide

January 24, 1975
ADULTS 128
NURSERY 7
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Boy Gagnon Mrs.
Brenda M.1, 315 S. 11th,
New York — For the first for the first time hundreds
Mayfield.
of every continent."
time new readers of 100 thousands
DISMISSALS
of new readers have
The American Bible Society is
Miss Shannon L. Knight, languages can read God's Word had the opportunity to increase a non
- profit, _non
Route I, Almo, Miss Ginger for themselves,thanks to "Good their reading skills and at The &-nomination
organization
al
Sheree Story, 521 S. 11th, News for New Readers," the same time learn God's Word in whose
only purpose is the
Murray, Mrs. Jane Eldridge, American Bible Society's their own language. Also, it
translation, production and
509 S. 4th, Murray, Henry worldwide Scripture literacy means that now we can offer
distribution of the Holy
Sherman Rudd, Route 8, program.
that same opportunity, with Scriptures, without doctrinal
Benton, Ronald P. Redden,
This unique program brings appropriate support from note or comment. The Society is
Route 3, Murray, Mrs. Shirley the Gospel to people of all ages concerned
Christians supported
through
conAnn Turner, Route 9, Benton, who are just learning to read. everywhere, to the hundreds
of tributions from churches and
Howard Steely, Route 7, Box Five levels of Scripture millions of new readers
en- individuals who share its
303, Murray, Mrs. Jan Burton Literacy Selections help in- tering the world of print on
purpose.
Brown, 1226 NigOP
altil —leading- Ability
Tenn., Mrs. "Lola P. until they can read the entire
Lewis, 1509 Danbury, Murrily, Bible or New Testament
Mrs. Carol Joyce Hodges and available in their language.
Baby Boy, Route 2, Hazel, Miss
The Rev. Warner A. HutSheltie Rawe Owens, Coach chinson, general secretary of
Estates B3, Murray, Donnie the Bible Society responsible for
Gene Hargrove, Route 1, translation and distribution,
Dexter, Mrs. L.ovella G. Salyer, announced that the first of the
FRANKFORT, Ky.—How do burn. This would give us some
807 N. 17th, Murray, Mrs. Betty five levels of Scripture Literacy
indication of what manpower
Sue Williams, 710 Poplar, Selections now available in 100 you predict when a forest fire
we would need in each district."
Murray, Mrs. Jeanette Kaye languages has been distributed might occur? That is a question
Basically, the system works
Fain, 1714 Magnolia, Murray, to new readers in more than 46 that has troubled foresters for a
like this. The Kentucky Division
number of years.
John R. Imes, Alino, Miss Vena countries around the globe.
Recently', foresters from the of Forestry maintains nine
R. Crurn, Route 1, Kirksey,
-Actually," said Mr. Hut- Western and /he Green River weather stations throughout the
Mrs. Judith Kathryn Canupp,
located at
Route 7, Box 76B, Murray, Miss chinson, "the Selections have Districts of the division of state. They are
Sunshine Colley, Farmington, been translated into 120 forestry of the Kentucky Albany, Bernheirn Forest, Bear
Natural Track, Gilbertsville, Jarvis,
Robert M. Bray, Box 51, Hazel, languages at the first level, but Department for
Mariba,
Mrs. Mandy R. Henry, Route 1, 15 are still in the production Resources and Environmental Minorsville,
Protectio
process
n
traveled
and
another
to Madisonville and Paint Lick.
five will be
Piu-year, Tn., Commie E. Cain,
Elizabeth
town
printed
from
their
shortly.
AU together,
Each day at noon the weather
Sr., 805 S. 4th St., Murray,
Johnny E. Stubblefield, Route 5, these languages are spread _headquarters in Mayfield -and—-station observer takes a'
,
Madisonvil
to
throughout
le
learn
.haixt_
the
to._
world.
number
More
of readings-. They in—
Murray, Mrs. Josie Coleman,
forecast
than
fire
weather:
half
are
'
Asian
elude
languages
wet bulb temperature,
1400 Johnson Blvd., Murray, L.
According to Harry Nadler, dry bulb temperature, wind
Roy Lassiter, 408 S. 8th, and the remainder are about
equally split between Africa director of the division of speed and direction, amount of
Murray.
forestry, a system of Fire precipitation and 10-hour lag
and the Americas."
Mr. Hutchinson stated that no Weather Forecasting has been fuel moisture.
one really knows how many new developed by the U. S. Weather
These readings are tranreaders have been helped in Bureau, U. S. Forest Service
smitted to the U. S. Weather
their struggle to realize true and various state fire control
Bureau in Cincinnati, where
BOISE, Idaho - The first reading ability.
agencies. In fact, Kentucky
geothermal, program m the
started receiving some of the they are plotted on a weather
"We do know, however," he
nation to try to tap water bedata during last spring's fire map. At about 2 p. m., the
forecast for the following day is
low 320 degrees Fahrenheit said, "that significant numbers season.
have
discovered
Jesus Christ
and use it for generating elecThe recent training session relayed from Cincinnati to the
while
practicing
their newfound
tric power is progressing as
was one of two held by the Kentucky division of forestry
office at Frankfort.
24-hour-a-day drilling goes on skills from letters and com- division in
cooperation with the
in Idaho's Raft River Valley. ments from missionaries and
The forecast figures then are
U. S. Forest Service and the U.
Expected to be completed in local Bible Society and church
S. Weather Bureau to teach the plugged into a number of tables
early March, the 8,000-foot leaders."
from which a predicated burgeothermal exploratory hole
"What this means," con- fire weather forecasting
system. Nadler said key ning index and fire load index
will cost about V00,000.
cluded Mr. Hutchinson, "is that
division personnel would be for the following day can be
instructed in various aspects of calculated. With this inthe system and, hopefully, it formation, Nadler said, the
could be fully implemented in forestry division will plan for
additional manpower if the
Kentucky this spring.
When fully operational, situation demands it. "It is
Nadler said the system would imperative that we have men
give the forestry division in- available to take action as soon
formation on the type of fires as a fire is reported," said
that could be expected during Nadler, "since only by getting
any given 24 hour period. "We men to the fire quickly can we
could then predict how fast a hope to control it quickly and
fire would spread,- said keep the number of acres
Nadler, "and how hot it would burned to a minimum."
Reason 3.
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Brighten Your Wardrobe
with these lively Colored
Ladies Polyester "Skivvy"

Classically Styled

Ladies' Pants
Tel

t $5.

0
REG.
4.44
EA.

Geothermal hole
being dug in Idaho

Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
We spend all the time we
need when it comes to preparing your
return. We conduct in-depth interviews
to make sure we understand your
personal tali situatiOn. And, we keep
all information completely confidential.

NIGGIBLOCIC
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia St.
Open Otaar.4 pas.94Id,Pharr 71134S1
N ANOINTMENT INESSAIT

BOON E'S

Winter Special
Through the month of January brighten up your
home while our Professional

;If

CARPET 1i
DRAPERY
CLEANING
OFF

is
15%
Free Estimates *

753-2552
3th di Main

6th & Poplar
5 points

BooNE9s
LAUNDRY 8, CLEANERS
The Cleaners Interested in You

,

dies' short sleeve skiwy styte knit tops. Weer over
turtle neck to re the layered eflett - or jest by
twit Colorful pnnts of 100% polyester will give
at wardrobe a cheerful lift. Sizes S,11,L,XL

If farmers shift large acreages
from corn to soybeans because
of nitrogen shortages, seed
supplies could become tight.
Also, there are some problems
with seed quality in states north
of Kentucky, which could cause
high-quality seed of the early
varieties used in Kentucky to be
in great demand in these states.
Before choosing a soybean
variety for 1975, Bitzer
recommends checking
Progress Report 216, "Kentucky Soybean Performance
Tests-1974." This publication.
which is available from your
local County Extension Office.
contains the results of soybean
variety tests conducted at five
different locations in Kentucky
last year by the UK Agriculture
Experiment Station.
Bitzer points out that a list of
recommended
soybean
varieties is prepared each year
based on the variety tests
conducted during the previous
three years by the Experiment
Station.
Early-maturing
varieties on this year's list are
Calland and Williams. Mid'
season varieties on the list are
Cutler 71, Custer, and Kent
Late-maturing varieties which
are recommended include
Essex, Dare, York, Mack,
Forrest, and Hood.
The soybean cyst nematode is
a problem for soybean
producers in the Purchase
Area,and has also been found in
other areas. Varieties resistant
to the cyst nematode include
Custer. Mack, and Forrest
Forrest is a variety which is
new in Kentucky this year and
is described by Bitzer as having
the same maturity as Mack but
with better lodging resistance
It should yield better than York
or Dare where the cyst
nematode is a problem.
Essex is another variety
which is new for 1975. It was
developed in Virginia, and
Bitzer says it is a high-yielding
variety which is three to four
days earlier than Dare in.
maturity it has betterladgine
---resestanrethenrany oFtlitrother
late-maturing varieties and
tends to set pods high on the
plant, thus being relatively eas
to harvest.

753-2552
North 12th
Story Ave.
403 Mahn

NI have twenty-two inch leg comings for ease of
movement. All of machine on-habit, polyester and
cOttoo. Polton and button tab zipper front styles. A
herstyif beartitul patterns. Fantastic good looks at
low, haw prices. Sues 10 14 and 12 • IL

KING SIZE BARS
Nestle's Crunch,
Milk Chocolate or
Milk Chocolate 60
Almond
REG.
99'
EA.

LEs

CIETIETLIO

MLA NOCCUTE
,
ALMONDS

Gentle to your skin,. .

Bath Size Bars

DOVE SOAP
RI-.G.
4'21
37,

SAVE

32

Ii

LA

Toot choice of three of your favorite
king size candy bars. Choose
Nestle's Crunch bars, Milk
Chocolate bars or Milk Chocolate &
Almond bars.

Bath size bars (1.75-oz. Net Wt.) of
Dove soap with 'hi cleansing cream.
Dove lets you be gentle to your
coniplesion. White or pink.

Leaves hair soft .. .
7-Fluid Ounces

ain

PRELL

Limit 4
.r:j For better dental care.,.
7-Ounces Net Wt.)

CREST

re

CONCENTRATE

Choosing Wrong Soybean
Type Can Mean Pootliop
Choose your soybean variety
for 1975 with care, advises
Morris J. Bitzer, Extension
grain crops specialist at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
"Planting a variety which is
not well-adapted to your area
can result in a poor crop," says
Bitzer. "Last year, several
farmers in northern areas of
Kentucky had their soybean
crops damaged by early frosts
because they grew varieties
which were too late-maturing
for their areas."
Bitzer says there is a good
supply of seed of most varieties
available in Kentucky this year,
and seed quality is generally
high. However, he recommends
lining up a supply of seed early.

Full twenty-two inch leg
openings and the just right
fit of proportioned sizes . . .

TOOTHPASTE

REG.
1.26

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

Just a fingerfipful of ?roll
Concentrate gives you
clouds of luxurious lather. lair=
your hair soft and radiant.

76c

7-ounces (Net Wt.) of Crest
toothpaste. The only toothpaste
with Flouristan for fighting cavities.
Re ular or mint flavors.
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Redact your fuel cosh with fine
quality furnace filters. Sites
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q012Sil.
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Law Returning Tax Revenue To
Counties Ruled Constitutional
FRANKFORT, Ky. tAP The state attorney general's office says the 1974 law giving
part of the revenue from the
"9fIrrrarice-fitriSert0 c`oal:prffclueing counties is constitutional.
The opinion by Asst. Atty.
Gen, Charles Runya, released
today, was requested by state
finance and administration
commissioner William Scent.
The major argument which
Scent said some persons have
raised on the issue is the constitutional ban prohibiting the
General Assembly from imposing taxes for the purposes of
any county.
But Runyan said the severance tax actually is imposed
for a state, not county purpose.
Runyan said the ratio device
for determining how much each
county will get from the severance tax, based on the
amount of coal produced there,
"is merely a desuce to deter-

Three Die On
State Roads
Over Weekend

mine the distributive or allotment pattern of the appropriation.
"The legIslature was ernpowered to arris7elit some equi-table scheme, in its discretion,
of appropriating general fund
money for the public purpose of
various public improvement
projects constructed on a local
level," he said.

state gets the tax
"The counties are merely
getting an appropriation of
state, money which_ source of
-appropriation is merely identilied as coming out of state severance tax collections," he
said. "Thus a state purpose is
subserved here.
"It is our view that Senate
Bill 281 the 1974 act involves
a distributive plan that con"One must not lose sight of stitutes a reasonable classithe fact that all of the coal sev- fication," Runyan said.
erance tax first comes to the
"Ilse state aid is calculated
state treasury as a part of the to benefit thOse areas having
general fund,"- Runyan' said. special economic problems pe-Then as a result of subiect culiar
to a state region," he
441111111114
.
appropriations legislation ( and
said. "To that extent the legisthat is precisely what it is, an
lation would embrace all of the
appropriations bill) state class to
which it would relate.
money is appropriated to the
"There appears to be dissubject public purpose.
tinctive and natural reasons in"In no way can this be logi- ducing and supporting the clascally construed as a tax im- sification," Runyan said. "Here
DON'T PUT IN SCHOOL LUNCHBAGS-Students at Pleasant Valley School near Camarillo,
posed for county governments," the coal producing counties Calif.
inventory discarded food taken from one trash bin after the school lunch period. School
he said. "The counties are not would
be the
ultimate principal, aided by several students, retrieved the food to point up the tact
that considerable
getting the severance tax. The recipients of benefits."
food is being thrown away from lunch sacks. The principal plans to warn the parents,
(AP Wirephotol

TVA Budget Up $382 Million Under Ford Budget Proposal
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. 1AP)President Ford's $52 billion pro_posed federal budget includes a
_request for $91 million in appro.
--priations for the Tennessee Valley Authority, TVA officials
said today.
In addition to the $91 million
in requested congressional appropriations, the TVA budget
includes $2,314 million from estimated power revenues and
borrowings and $87 million
from non-power revenues. The
total of 1382 million more than
the estimated amount for the
cirrent fiscal year.
No major new programs are
included in the TVA budget, but
$23.7 million is sought for work
on the Tellico Dam and Ftese-

voir near Lenoir City, Tenn.
This amount would keep the
project on schedule for the
planned filling of Tellico Lake
to begin in January 1977, the
agency said.
Also in the TVA budget is
$10.5 million for continuing
work on the Duck River project
in Middle Tennessee. This includes $6.1 million to finish the
Normandy Dam, begun in 1972,
and $4.4 million to continue
work on the Columbia Dam, begun in 1973.
Of the total TVA budget, 87.8
million is for TVA programs
other than electric power,
which is financed separately.
The current fiscal year's TVA
budget is $77.5 million.

Budget estimates for the TVA
electric power program in the
corning fiscal year include $1.66
billion in power revenues and
$1.4 billion in expenses. The excess of revenues over expenses
would be used to Make required payments to the U.S.
treasury.
Capital investment in power
facilities, including five nuclear
power plants, is estimated at
$982 million.
The agency asked for $25 million for the Browns Ferry nuclear plant, $88 million for the
Sequoyah nuclear plant, $179
million for the Watts Bar nuclear plant, $150 for the Bellefonte
plant and $93 million for the
proposed Hartsville nuclear

plant
The budget provides for $160
million for improvements at
present_power plants, including
$120 million for new or Unproved air pollution control facilities at coal-burning facilities.
The agency asked for $9.3

million for work on the last two
of four dams in the Bear Creek
water rontrol system in Northwest Alabama.
TVA estimated $2 million for
continuing railway bridge alterations in Decatur, Ala. to correct a navigational hazard

Other construction items include $2 million to improve recreational and educational facilities at Land Between the
Lakes in Western Kentucky and
Tennessee, and $4.4 million for
the National Fertilizer Development Center in Muscle Shoals,
Ala

John Y. Brown To Head Governor's
Economic Development Commission
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) Gov. Julian Carroll announced
the establishment today of a
Governor's Economic Development Commission under the,

MORGANFIELD, Ky. ( API
- A Sturgis man died in a
weekend traffic accident in Union County and two women
were killed in Jefferson County
mishaps.
Kenneth Milton Crowe, 60, of
Sturgis, died Saturday night
after the car in which he was
riding plunged from a bridge
two miles west of Dekaron on
KY 1508, landing on its roof in
a creekbed.
The driver, Elmer Doyle of
Sturgis, was reported ire satisfactory condition Sunday at Union County Hospital.
Another passenger, Shirley
Ray Smith of Morganfield, was
treated for minor injuries at
the county hospital and released.
Thelma Tapp, 70, of Louisville was fatally injured Saturday night when hit by a southbound vehicle while crossing
Preston Highway near her
home. No charges were filed
against the driver.
Anna Fisher, 81, of Wilmette.
III., died after the car in which
she was riding collided with another auto at Goldsmith Lane
and Meadow Drive.
Mrs. Fisher was riding in a
car driven by her daughter,
Doris L. Vogt,-52, of Louisville.
The car collided with an auto
driven by Joseph J. Herde III,
18, of Louisville.
Mrs. Vogt was reported in
satisfactory condition Sunday
at Suburban Hospital. Herde
was treated and released.
State police said Kentucky
traffic accidents this year
killed 67 persons through Sunday. The count through last
Feb. 2 was also 67.
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15 Articles For Sale
EARLY AMERICAN living
room suite. Phone 435-4484
after 3:30 p.m.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES onethird off factory to you. Made
any size or kind for antique
bed, home, trailer, camper.
Rebuild old mattresses. One
day free estimates. West
Kentucky Mattress, 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Ky. 443-7323.

16. Home Furnishings
USED REFRIGERATOR, good
condition, avacado green,
reasonable. Phone 753-8010.
COUCH AND chair. Call 7537186 after 4:30 p. m.

in
n-

to
895
inly
753-

oI

COUCH, HIDE-A-BED, and
upholstered chair. Call 7538511.

22. Musical
PIANO TUNING, repair and
rebuilding, prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Dyer 753-8911.

23. Exterminating

Free
Termite
,Inspection
Avoid Costly
Homo Repairs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
103 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs
Phone 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous

Another View

USED FULL key board office
adding machine. $100. Phone
753-2532.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
612.50 per rick, delivered. 4362315.

27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 65 MOBILE HOME for sale.
Financing available. Immediate possession. Phone
753-9573.
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
Spaces and homes for families
only. Small Parks, Superior
accomodations, exclusive
residential, area. South 16th
Street, Phane 753-3855.

46. Homes For Sale

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

FOR SALE or rent - three JOHN HUTCHEN
S' Plumbing LICENSED ELECTRICIANbedroom brick house on 44
Prompt, efficient service. No
and Electric Repair Service.
acre landscaped lot in Fairjob too small. Call Ernest
No jobs too small. 436-5642
view Acres Subdivision. Call
White. 753-0605.
before 8 a.m, or after 5 p.m.
753-7333 before 5 p. m.
.,
ELECTROLUX SALES &
$17,506-EXCEPTIONALLY.
CARPENTRY
WORK. _Service. Write Cr. hb.Sanders,
nice two bedroom newly
Remodeling, room additions,
Box 213 Murray or call 1-382decorated home located close
any type of home im2468, Farmington.
to Murray on 641 North, has
provements. Free estimates
new vinyl siding and offers;
436-5840.
PUPPIES,PART Border Collie
large rooms. Call Moffitt
and Great Dane make good
Realty, 753-3597, 304 Math St. CARPETS CLEANED or inguard dogs. Phone 753-2350
for appointment.
stalled. Expert workmanship
after 3:00 p.m.
guaranteed on installation.
NEAR NEW Concord, 25 acres Free estimate 436-2124 or 436with water. Approximately kt
2415.
IS YOUR
mile highway frontage on 121.
BUSINESS
FOR SALE?
WILL
DO
general house
Mostly wooded. Has twoFor Fast Confidential
bedroom house. For more cleaning, windows, etc. Call
753-6136.
information, call 416-2516.
Service Call 471-1930

Or Write

WILL REPAIR guns or old
47. Motorcycles
LATE MODEL 12 x 60, two
clocks. All work guaranteed.
"13tAT rT, MAC, I'M WORKING -1H15
bedroom, two bath mobile
Call 492-8869.
CoigNER.
FORMBY'S Furniture
Sikeston, Mo.
1974 YAMAHA 369 Enduro,
home with central heating and
refinishing products. Easy to
excellent condition, Call 527air. Located near Kentucky
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
use. Murray Lumber Com43 Real Estate
7095.
Lake on 100 x 190 lot, on con- 38. Pets - Supplres
shop old ice plant). Complete GRAVEL
HAULING,
pany.
crete slab. Water, electricity,
driveways, storage sheds,
remodeling and repairs,
THE
QUALIFIED personnel at
and sewerage connected. 'PARADISE
KENNELS.
small
cabins, concrete work,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
Boarding arid grooming. Pick
Guy Spann Realty are waiting 48. Automotive Service
Skirted, has redwood porch,
GOLD MEDITERRANEAN
general contracting. Call 4'tg
formica work, finish carup and delivery service
to talk to you regarding your
furnished and ready to move
couch, 2 months old 753-3293
now
5330.
pentry, contracting. Phone
available. Call 753-4106.
Real Estate needs. Our time is
in. If your credit is good,
SIOUX VALVE machine, with
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
your time:Give us a call or
owner will finance at simple 8
cabinet, $600. Also valve seat
1.i. Vacuum Cleaners
drop by the office at 901
per cent interest with $500 FEMALE BOXER,
53. Feed And Seed
grinder, $100. Phone 753-2532. EXPERIE
24. Miscellaneous
NCED
four
PAINTER
Sycamore Street,753-7724.
down and $95 per month. Total
months, with papers. Call 753will do interior or exterior
price of only $10200 for all of
USED M & W Dynamometer.
0405 days and 753-2750 nights. THREE ACRES located
EXTENDED CHRISTMAS Sale HAMMARLUND NO HQ 180A
work by the hour or job. 435- HAY - JAP and Fescue-clean.
just
the above. Telephone 436-2473
$450. Phone 753-2532.
through January 1975. New
communications receiver,
4480.
)502) 328-8230 Can deliver,
500' north of Chandler Park at
or 436-5320.
also Realistic No. STA-80
Kirby Vacuums, $199.95.
BIRD DOG, Pointer 1k-2 years Hamlin, Ky. Property joins
stereo receiver. Realistic No
Saving on $60. Never priced
EXPERIENCED 'ELEC- WHEAT STRAW will deliver.
TVA lake front. Good building
old. Call 753-2280 after 6,
9. Used Cars & Trucks
LAB 24B record changer DOUBLE-WIDE, 24 x 52,
this low before. Pay in 90 days,
Call 753-4E20.
TRICIAN needs work. All
sites. Nicely wooded. Electric
M70 Winchester .243 Magnum, carpeted, gas heat, located at
same as cash. Call Kirby Sales
types wiring, also mainand phone at property. Low
Riviera Court, Small down
Browning automatic 12 guage
& Service, 500 Maple Street,
tenance and repair. All work
price. John C. Neubauer, 1963 FORD FAIRLANE 500,
payment, loan transferable. ARC DACHSHUND puppies,
four door, 299 engine. Good 'guaranteed. Call night or
shotgun. Call 489-2577.
WHEAT STRAW.500 bales $1.00
753-0359.
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
day
Call 753-6526.
condition. 753-1497 or 489-2570.
red, black and tan, miniatures Murray, Ky. ( 502) 753-0101 or
each. Call 489-2590.
489-2133.
19. Farm Equipment
and small standards. Priced
MAKE YOUR garden grow.
753-7531.
for quick sale. 527-9700.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
Compost
consisting
of
1471 VOLKSWAGEN Featback
electric,
central
JOHN DEERE 15 hole grain
airdecomposed bark, lime for
ROBERTS REALTY located or
Sedan. $1,000. Call 436-2174.
conditioning and heating.
drill with fertilizer arid small
gardens and lawns, sawmill
South 12th at Sycamore has
83000 or best offer. See at ,No. TWO BEDROOM house
seed attachment. Good conlumber. Sawmill Products Co.,
licensed
five
and
bonded
sales
-sent1473 FORD pickup. Call 753-31 Grogan Mobile Hornet
dition. $600. Phone 753-2532.
at old Murray Sawmill. One
personnel to serve you plus
seven acres land. Living room,
8090.
Highway 94).
mile east on 94. 753-4147.
twenty years esclusive real
carport and utility, fully
641 FORD tractor with equipestate experience. Call 753carpeted, electric heat. Well
Let us give you a FREE estimate on energy
ment in good condition. Call
1651 or come by our Office. We
water. Near Kentucky Lake.
SET OF Encyclopedias, ex- 29. Mobile Home Rentals
1967 CHEVY PICKUP truck,
753-2987.
saving, maintenance Free, aluminum siding.
kik to talk REAL ESTATE.
$13,000. Call 354-8585.
cellent condition, $75.00, Seven
very good condition. Call 767foot light weight pool table and 12 x 50 ALL ELECTRIC,
2524 after 8 p. m.
4
W9i2
11-8
oko Adnte
eofs
89
tdagvmg
vorn s
EdBa
two
897 Hey Tmidw
Lawrenc
TRACTOR - RED belly Ford,
e
accessories $75. Unusual
bedroom mobile home, never
44.
Lots
For
Sale
and equipment. Call 489-2458.
pistol, model 67, Winchester
Bobbybeen occupied, located on 41. Public Sales
1965 MODEL DODGE long
$20.00 Small coin collection to
private lot Call 767-4055 after 6
wheel base pickup truck. Blue
highest bidder, heavy duty rod
KENIANA SHORES-Now is
FERGUSON tractor with
p. m. or 753-8835.
and white with 318 V-8 motor
and reel $20.00, new 6 volt
the time to select your lake lot
plow & cultivator. Phone 753.The undersigned wiN sell at
and regular transmission.
sportsmans lantern $10.00 Call
1977.
at 1974 prices. We have large
PUBLIC SALE for cash
6500. Phone 753-2532.
1. Want To Rent
489-2440.
lots for only $895 and king size
1 - 1972 Timpte Trailer, lots
on TVA contour for $5395.
A vacancy now exists in the Calloway
MASSEY-FERUSON with 406
1972 CHEYANN
Pickup ,
serial no. 23611
County
May be Purchased i"r
NEW 1974 Edition of World LOCAL COUPLE like to rent
SIG- power steering, brakes and air
Health
Department for the classification of Comheel's. Fred Kirkland, NShouse
in
county.
Will
care
for
At
2:00
Bocdt
down
p.
Encyclopedia at subm., February 7,1975
and 1 per cent per
2525.
conditioning, 39000 miles,
munity Health Nurse 1. Minimign reswirements.
at Taylor Motors, 303 South
stantial savings. 753-2557 after cattle. Call 753-6422.
month. Central water..,...ALL_ 112500J*. eau
436.258x:
-N for this position are as follows:
4th Street, Murray, Ky.
4 p. m.
weather streets and lake
''
TREATED FENCE posts. Also
PRIVATE LOT for parking
Graduation from a diploma or associate degree.
The undersigned reserves the
access. Separate mobile home _ 371 FORD RANGER
treated, barn poles and lumsmall trailer, 753-8249.
right to bid.
sections. We will be happy to
in nursing that is state approved. Work exwith topper, $1500.00, call 437ber. 5 x 5s and long lengths. U. S. SILVER dollars 1878-1935.
show you these lots at your
Associates Banat:kW
perience is not required.
4337.
$6.00 each. Other U. S. coins,
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
convenience. Phone 436-2473
Service Ca., Inc.
32. Apartments For Rent
buy or sell. Phone 753-9573.
Licensure: Current license to practice as a
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
1427 Thomas Dr.
or 314-785-0700.
registered nurse in Kentucky. The beginning
1969 DODGE flat bed dump
Cape Giradeau, Missouri
NO REGRET, the best yet; TWO BEDROOM
duplex
45 Farms For Sale
truck. 29000 actual miles, A-1
salary is $583.00 per month. Persons interested in
Blue Lustre cleans carpets
apartments, furnished or
condition $3,750, Call 753-8986
taxing this examination can obtain further
20 Sports Equipment
beautifully. Rent electric
unfurnished at 1214 Peggy Ann
75 ACRE FARM, plus a lot of 9-5.
details and an application blank from the
shampooer 31. Western Auto,
Drive and 1601 College Farm
buildings, all fenced. Call 753The undersigned will sell at
Calloway County Health Department.
1972 GLASTRON boat, V156 80
home of "Wishing Well Gift
Road. Call 492-8225.
1965
FORD
Station
Wagon All
5618.
PUBLIC SALE for cash
Applications must be received by the Merit
H. P. Mercury, less than 30
Shop."
power and air. 8300.00 or best
hours. Call 753-0438.
NICE THREE room unSystem Office or be postmarked on or before
1- 1975 Lufkin Trailer,
offer. Phone 489-2540.
furnished apartment. 16051
/
2
midnight February 3,1975.
PENTA TREATED 4 x 6 timserial no. 31248040098
6. Homes For Sale
Locust Drive. Reasonable.
bers, 10 ft to 24 ft. also 1" and
UP SAILBOAT trailer $1,500.
at 2:00 p. m. February 7,1975,
1972 CAPRICE, four door, 4111111111111111r
Give
references
753-2800.
.
2" penta treated timber &
247-3541 after 4:00 p.m.
at Taylor Motors, 303 South HOUSE FOR SALE by owner.
power, air, tape, steel radial
creosote
4th St., Murray, Ky.
poles. Murray
tires, 30,000 actual miles, local
Two bedroom brick on
FURNISH
ED
ONE
bedroom
Lumber Co.
The undersigned reserves the
car, extra clean, $2995. 753- r•413:.:4Cili.31:0;:xt:31011:41
Waldrop Drive across from
15 FOOT Aluminum Boat, 3.1
.::$3:4e2400:401C4COXI.
apartment, has gas heat, all
right to bid.
3901 days, or 753-2758 nights.
HP, trailer, depth finder,
university. All electric, shag
utilities paid except electric.
Glenn.
for
Ask
Associates
trolling motor, 753-3621 or 753- HEAVY FIRE-PROOF safe..
Financial
carpet. House built by owner,
Phone 753-3143.
$200. Phone 753-2532.
very convenient, plus very
2863 after 5 p.m.
Service Co., Inc.
easy
to heat and cool. On nice
1427 Thomas Dr.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
lot 154 by 75, $22,503. Call after 50. Campers
Cape Girardeau, Missouri
apartment, close to MSU,
five week days any time
available now, all electric,
13' SCOTTY Camper $800. 247weekends. 753-3324
very nice. 753-4478 or 753-6199.
3541 after 4:00 p.m.
Refilling and collecting money from NEW TYPE
The undersigned will ma it $12,3N - Panorama Shores,
highquality coin-operated dispensers in your area. No
MURRAY MANOR - all new,
neat two bedroom frame home CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, coachPUBLIC SALE for cash
selling. To
qualify you must have car, references, $800 to
all electric, unfurnished one
711i
surrounded by pines and close
man, Trail Star, Fold down,
64000 cash.
1 - 1972 Timpte Trailer,
and two bedroom apartments.
Partial financing available. Three to seven hours
to the lake, in good condition,
anique, Good used trailers, I:,
weekly can
serial
no.
24012
On
Duiguid Road, just off 641
net excellent monthly income. More full time. For
see this one today. Moffitt
A
I(
mile east of 68 and 641 inpersonal inilli
at 2:00 p. m., February 7,1975,
,11./11
North, 753-8668,
terview write MULTLYEND INC., DEPT. D., 568 Lincoln
Realty, 304 Main, 753-3597.
tersection. Draffinville, Ky.
Arc, Pit.
at Taylor Motors, 303 South
tsbargli, Pa. 15202 or cal Collect 412-931-4993. Moir
Phone
527-7807.
ot
',Trap
A
writing
4th St., Murray, Ky.
A SMALL apartment for rent.
..7:
.44
pleas* inclirds year *no rairabor.
The undersigned reserves the NEW LISTING: By owner Phone 753-6044.
three
bedroom
ROBERTS REALTY PRESENTS: Business & In- t:
brick. 51. ServiLe Offered
right to bid.
Keenland Subdivision Central
ill, come Opportunities
Associates Racial
heat and air, gas grill, fully
34. Houses For Rent
Small business in busy area. Excellent chance for expansion. ill;
Unfit.* Co., Inc.
carpeted,
living-dining WINDOW CLEANING ser- ill? Would be ideal family operation. $16,000.00 will make you illli
1427 Thomas Dr.
combinatio
separate
vice-complete
n,
janitorial
den,
TWO BEDROOM brick house,
4 your own boss.
Cape Girardeau, Missouri
Pi
large utility, double carport
services. Homes and stores. !
close to MSU,electric heat and
N.*.
with
Reasonabl
storage.
7534351.
e
753Unique business in growing shopping center. Business, in- 0
air,
washer,
dryer,
2485.
AV eluding all stock can be bought for $22,000.00. The perfect
refrigerator, and range fur- GARAGE SALE 16' aluminurn
A vacancy now exists in the Calloway County
„Lady.s business.
:#
A
W
nished if needed. Very nice.
boat, trailer and 25 Johnson FOUR
Health Department for the classification of ComSMALL
DOZER jobs. Phone
BEDROOM
brick,
1705
753-4478 or 753-6199.
motor,
Baby
Buggy,
sewuw
753-7370
after
8 p. in.
munity Health Nurse 111. Minimum requiremenJohnson Blvd. 2500 square
One of the largest buildings in Murray is now listed with us. !at
machine,lots of clothes, lots of
feet, family room-kitchen
ts for this position are as follows:
This warehouse covers approximately one acre of land. In 7:113
odds & ends. 301 S. 6th Feb 3
combination, all built-in kit- BUSHHOGGING, PLOWING
36. For Rent Or Lease
good condition and ready for use. $85,000.00.
Education and Experience: A Baccalaureate
AC
,
through Feb. 7 anytime
chen, two baths, carpeting,
13
landscaping, gravel hauling.
degree in nursing from a school accredited by
central heat and air. By apBe a Landlord with this four apartment bouse. Other living
Myrtle Brenneman Call 436the National League for Nursing for public
Notice
quarters could be fixed in basement with little effort. Two It
2540.
The undersigned will sell at pointment, call 753-7939.
health nursing preparation.
Approximately 12,000 sq. ft. of
buildings, furniture and land can be bought for $25,000.00.'ExPUBLIC SALE for cash
Licensure: Current license to practice as a
cellant location, near University.
rental space available at 2nd
illi
and Poplar Streets. Western
1 - 1970 GMC Tractor,
registered nurse in Kentucky. The beginning
Rental property as well as income property! 7,750 square foot
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,
serial no. N190611122090
salary is $643.00 per month.Persons interested in
building plus 67,512 square feet of land. Excellent location for
Murray,
Phone 753-3342.
taking this examination can obtain further
at 2:00 p m , February 7, 1975.
any growing business; main highway. See it today.
ilk
at Taylor Motors, 303 South
details and an application blank from the
Rh St., Murray, Ky.
Calloway County Health Department.
37. livestock Supplies
The undersigned reserves the
tkpplications must be received Jo the Merit
righ(to
system Office or be postmarked on or before
CORN FED beef. Also 350 bales
Asscoiatas Financial
midnight February 3, 1975.
red clover hay. Call 492-8360.
Service Co., Inc.
414 S. 1211,
1427 Thomas Dr
Phone 753-1651
!
:2:1114
YOUNG GOATS, call 753-3660
Cape Girardeau, Ks.- ;!
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Now Is Spring
Cleaning Time

We can professionally steam clean your carpet..
For Information of Free Estimates
Call 753-0359 - 24 hours a day
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Deaths and Funerals
John B. Wren, Jr.
Dies On Friday
Funeral services for John B.
Wren, Jr., of St. Louis, Mo.,
were held Sunday at 30 p. m.
at the Hunt Funeral Home,
Bradford. Term. Burial was in
the Bradford Cemetery.
Mr. Wren, age 49, died Friday
at his home.
Survivors are one daughter,
Miss Linda Wren of Murray;
one son. John Wren of Bradford,
Tenn.; mother, Mrs. Blanche
Wren of Bradford. Tenn.; one
sister, .54rs,_.4ay -atelier of
Cocoa Beach, Fla.

Paul Lynn's Father
Dies Friday With
Rites On Sunday

Noe
,

\r:\ .
1•41116,

Arthur Lander Dies
At Hospital Today

Herman Scruggs
Dies On Saturday

Herman Scruggs of Murray
died Saturday at 8:50 p.m. at
the Davco Nursing Home,
Owensboro.
He was 81 years of age and the
son of the late Mr. and Mrs_
George Scruggs.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will have charge of the
funeral
and
burial
arrangements

Funeral Services
Held On Sunday
For Ernest Kelso
Funeral services for Ernest
Kelso, retired fanner of the
Lynn Grove Community, were
held Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. Henry
Hargis officiating.
Pallbearers were Johnny
Kelso, Billy Potts, Kenneth
Greer, Tommy Phillips, Danny
Garland, and James Henry
Armstrong. Flower girls were
his granddaughters. Burial was
in the Beech Grove Cemetery.
Mr. KeLso,age 80. din* Friday
at 11:20 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was a member of the Williams
Chapel Church of Christ. He and
his wife, Mrs. Ruth Cochrum
Kelso, who survives, were
married March 23, 1936. Born
July 23, 1894, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Leroy D. Kelso and Ella
Rogers Kelso.
Survivors
three
are
daughters, Mrs. Billie Hall of
Murray, Mrs. Ted (Norella )
Potts of Murray Route Seven,
and Mrs. James E. (Bobbie )
Troutman of Louisville; two
sons, Glen S. Kelso of Murray
Route Seven and Hardy E.
Kelso of Murray; thirteen
grandchildren; five great
grandchildren.

Mrs. Johnson Dies
At Local Hospital;
Funeral Is Tuesday
Mrs. W. W. Johnson, mother
of Mrs. J. D. Rayburn of
Murray, died Sunday at five
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 80
years of age.
The deceased was preceded in
death by her husband in 1969.
They had operated a grocery
store in Clay for many years,
Mrs. Johnson
and
was
correspondent for the Webster
County newspaper for approximately forty years. A
native of Clay, she was the
former Jennie Duvall.
Survivors are one daughter.
Mrs. J. D. (Inez ) Rayburn of
Murray; one son. W. Wayne
Johnson of Georgetown. one
granddaughter, Mrs. Harvey
Shrout of Florence; two
grandsons, Jay Rayburn of
Tallahassee,
and
Ha.,
Christopher Wayne Johnson of
Lexington.
Mrs. Johnson was a member
of the First Baptist Church,
Clay. where funeral services
will be held Tuesday at two p.m.
with Dr. Richard Harrington
officiating. Burial will be in the
IOW' Cemetery gt-tlar.
Friends May call at the
Edwards Funeral Home at
Clay.

Mrs. Bessie Linn
Dies At Home With
Rites On Tuesday
Mrs. Bessie Opal 'Linn, formerly of Calloway County, died
Sunday at 10:15 a. m. at the
Hilltop Rest Home, Kuttawa.
She was 80 years of age and the
wife of Bob Linn who died in
April 1970.
The deceased was a member
of the Flint Baptist Church near
Almo Heights. Born December
5, 1885, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Fonzo Clark and Ella Cooper
Clark.
Mrs. Linn is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Burt McCain of
Benton and Mrs. Evalena
Lumbers of Durand, Mich.; two
sons, Otis Linn of Fremont,
Ind., and James Linn of
Maitland, Fla.; one sister, Mrs.
Ruth Henson of Detroit, Mich.;
two brothers, Oakland Clark of
port Richie, Fla., and Winburn
Clark of Holiday, Fla.; thirteen
grandchildren; twenty-four
great grandchildren; eleven
great great grandchildren.
The funeral has been
scheduled for one p. m. Tuesday
at the chapel of the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Rev. David Brasher officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

r
••
••
JrItS E
S ARE SKY HIGH—Stewart Mott, heir to an estimated $800-million General Motors fortune, is shown in 1973 tending th chickens he raises on the terrace of his Park Avenue penthouse in New York City. Mott was
sued by his landlord
and ac sed of converting the terrace into a vegetable garden and chicken ranch. The landlord is asking
$15,000 damages
and an nd to the practice which he termed -an absolute and negligent
nuisance."
---,
- (AP Wirephoto)

Prime Rate L
---,
----Sugar Price Drop Reps lower
Dropped To
January Family Grocery Bills
83
/
4 Per Cent
NEW YORK (AP) — Michigan National Bank today set
its prime lending rate at an industrywide low of 8% per cent.
effective immediately.
The prime rate, a short-term
rate, is not directly linked to
consumer or mortgage rates,
but often indicates the future
trends of terms for smaller borrowings.
The Lansing, Mich.-based
commercial bank, a mediumsize lender with assets of about
$1.3 billion, thus became the
first since last March to drop
the rate it charges on loans to
most creditworthy borrowers
below 9 per cent.
There has been widespread
speculation lately that the
prime rate could dip into the 8
per cent level industrywide by
the end of this month as the recession deepens, loan demand
falls off, and the Federal Reserve continues to ease its
credit policies.
Among other banks announcing changes. today in their
prime rates, Manufacturers
Hanover Trust, the nation's
fourth largest, dropped its
prime to 9 per cent from 954
per cent, Mellon Bank of Pittsburgh, 16th largest, lowered its
rate 1,4-point to 91•4 per cent,
and City National Bank of Detroit dropped its prime 1.4-point
to fil,a per cent.

-.Brad

Gail Jewell, Tammy Locke,
Renee McDougal, Teresa
McKinney, Jackie Parker,
Janet Rowland, Shawn Simmons, Dawn Sledd, Kim Starks,
Teresa Steen, Nancy Storey,
Penny
Trembley, Terry
Tucker, Tammy Turner, and
Stephanie Wyatt.

Deaths. ..
(Continued from Page I)
Henry said, "It looks as if he
realized what happened and put
the truck in reverse, tried to
back out but couldn't." The
truck was found in a roadside
ditch.
Essie Merrill, awakened by
the and, nudged her husband
awake. Merrill, a Shell Oil Co.
employe. knew what the smell
meant. He called next door to
the Pattons who had a "house
full of company." Then he notified Atlantic Richfield about
the leaking lethal gas.
His telephone rang.
Glenda Patton told him her
husband had gone outside, then
came back in and passed out,
Merrill said.
Merrill gathered up his family.
"We managed to back out
into the road and Essie fell
over my foot, slamming the accelerator down ... running
wide open from bar ditch to
bar cEich and that's how we got
to town." he said
Mrs. Merrill was reported in
satisfactory condition at a Denver City hospital.
- My 40 &JAI Atlantic Richfield
workers wearing air packs on
their backs had capped the
leak

city except Providence, R.I.,
Dec Jan.
where the cost remained the Up
26.2 27.7
Down
21.5 24.1
Sugar prices tumbled during . same. The average drop during
47.2 44.6
January, reflecting a buildup of January was 10 per cent. Over Unchanged
5.1 3.6
supplies at refineries, and the the year, eggs were down in ev- Unavailable
The items on the AP checkdecreases helped cut the family ery city, with an average 12list were: chopped chuck, cengrocery bill in the first month month decline of 19 per cent.
ter cut pork chops, frozen orof 1975, an Associated Press
There were a few meat bar- ange juice concentrate,
marketbasket survey shows.
coffee,
gains with sales on chopped paper towels, butter,
Grade-A
The AP drew up a random chuck reflecting increased
sup- medium white eggs, creamy
list of 15 conunonly purchased plies of beef. But pork chops
peanut
butter,
laundry
food and nonfood items, check- went up during January in 11
detergent, fabric softener,
ed the prices on March 1, 1973 cities, rising an average of
8 per tomato sauce, chocolate chip
in a supermarket in each of 13 cent. A look at the overall
cookies, milk, all-beef frankcities and has rechecked at the number of items in the AP
furters and granulated sugar.
start of each succeeding month. survey showed there were
more
The cities checked were: AlThe survey showed that the increases and more decreases buquerque, N.M.;
Atlanta, Ga.;
bill went down in January in during January than during Boston, Chicago,
Dallas, Deseven cities and up in six. The December. Here are the per- troit, Los Angeles,
Miami, New
average decrease was 3 per centages of increases and York,
Philadelphia, Providence.
cent; the average increase was decreases.
Salt Lake City and Seattle.
1 per cent overall, the bill
decreased a little less than 1
.
per cent during January.
(Continued from Page 1)
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer

Budget

The pattern was the same gress would approve all of the
during December when sales on $17 billion in budget cuts probeef and a leveling off of sugar posed by the President.
prices brought shoppers an endUllman said Ford has proof-the-year bonus with market- posed trimming social probasket declines in seven cities.
grams by $6 billion, and that
The marketbasket bill was up Congress won't approve cuts in
in every city over the 12-month such areas as Social Security
period that ended Feb. 1. The increases and food stamps.
average increase was 20 per
Congress may decide to make
cent.
Its own cuts, Ullman said, but
Soaring sugar prices through- they were likely to be in areas
out 1974 brought record profits such as defense.
Ford was expected to seek an
to refineries and caused consumers to seek alternative $11-billion hike in defense
sweeteners. Supplies built up spending, but Ullman said
and the refineries started cut- chances of congressional pasting the prices they charge su- sage "are almost negligible.
In addition, Ullman said he
permarkets; some refineries
have had to close plants tempo- doubted that Ford's request for
rarily because of an oversupply an extra $300-million military
aid to South Vietnam would
of sugar.
pass.
The AP survey showed that
Sen. Henry Bellmon, of Oklathe savings reached consumers homa,
ranking Republican on
in January. The price of a five- the Senate
Budget Committee,
pound sack of granulated sugar called Ford's budget
-the worst
was down in 10 cities, with an news this nation
has received
average decrease of 13 per cent, since the adoption of the
guns
The price went up a penny in and butter policy of President
Salt Lake City, Utah, and Johnson during
the early days
stayed the same in Los Angeles of the Vietnam
war.
and Seattle.
Bellmon said Ford's proposDespite the January declines, als would have a
"short-term
the price of sugar at the start palliative
effect of reducing
of February was well above unemployment
and falsely
levels a year earlier with a stimulating the
economy," but
five-pound sack of sugar now he called their
net effect "devcosting over $2.15 in every astatine."
city. The AP survey showed
"Interest rates will go to hisan average increase of 205 per toric highs, industrial
and agricent over the 12-month period
cultural production will stagNo attempt was made to
weigh the AP survey results acDOUGLASS MEET
cording to population density or
A meeting of the Douglass
in terms of what per cent of a Civic Improvement Club
will be
family's actual grocery outlay held tonight (Monday) at 7:30
each item represents.
p.m. at the Douglass Center. All
The latest AP check showed members are asked to be
that egg prices continued their present. a club spokesman said.
decline. The price of a dozen
eggs was down in every survey

Special Film At
North Fork Church
A film, "The Burning Hell,"
filmed in The Holy Land by
Estus Ftirkle, will be shown
at
the North Fork Baptist
Church
on Th
Thursday, February 6,
at
7:30 p.m.
.._
FAg
Shr
will
Lee
ng lpfiLc
Iitll
ta minbieste
Rrea
y. .
the South Side Baptist Church,
McKenzie, Tenn. -

Airco
Amer. Motors
Ashland Oil
AT.&T.
Boise Cascade
Fairchild Camera
Ford
Gen. Motors
Gen. Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
_WeAern U/11.011
Zenith

14% -1-41t
5% +lb
20% +f4
48% unc
14%
26% +1%
36% "Hel
38ts unc
131,2 unc
14% +,4
20% -%
19% unc
14% -Si
+%
14 +Si

Prices of stock of local interest at noon, EDT, today,
furnished to the Ledger & Times
by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:

ft

Honor Roll For Six Weeks
Released, North Calloway
The honor roll for the third six
weeks at North Calloway
Elementary School has been
released by the principal,
Johnny Bohannon. It is as
follows:
Fourth Grade — Keith
Allbritten, Cindy Bazzell, Tracy
Beach, Douglas Brown, Gina
Coy., Stephen Young, Deborah
Hudspeth, Teressa Jones,
Shannon McDougal, Tammy
Turner, Rana Peeler, John
Mark Roberts, Melissa Satterwhite, Keith Lovett, Glen
Potts and la Jeanne Thornton.
Fifth Grade
Edwards, Keith Edwards, Gonna
Furr, Julie Gargus, Jackie
Hale, Kevin Hopkins, Mitzi
McCallon, Phillip Orr, Robert
Crick, Kelly Crouse, JW Barnes, John Cathey, Trisha Clark,
Kristy Clark, Terry Bourland,
Kenny Parrish, Keith Rogers,
John Smith, Kirk Starks. Carol
Taylor, Marsha Turner, Regina
Walker, Gay Woodall, Scott
Wyatt, and Ricky Storey
Sixth Grade — Sheri Outland,
Cheryl Scott, Marty Wyatt,
Monica Brown, Scott Coleman,
Steve Baker, Regina Darnell,
Gina Gargus, Jena Hoke,
Cornelia Jackson and Karen
McKinney.
Seventh Grade—Lisa Barrel], Tamme Crouse, Tim
Feltner, Dale Finney, Guy
Furr, Roger Scott, Suzie Smith,
David Thorn, Debbie Turner,
Karon Walker, Kim Willie,
Ronnie Wilson, Kathy Lovett,
Kerry , Lamb. and Debra
Pritchett.
Eiglitfi 11d — TortanY
Boggess, Charlotte Coursey,
Kim Edwards, Renee Edwards,
Jimmy Joe Hale, Less Hoke,

Prices
of stocks
of local interest
at noon
today furnished
to
the Ledger & Times by I. M.
Simon Co. are as follows:

ifteiht.
IfAlar::rf
000•1

Garland F. Lynn, father of
Paul Lynn of Murray, died
Friday at the Jackson County
Nursing Home, Murphysboro,
M. He was 85 years of age, and
a resident of Ware, Ill.
The deceased, a retired
farmer, was a member of the
Moose Club and the Oddfellows
Club and attended the Lockard
Baptist Church, Jonesboro, Ill.
Born September 21, 1889, in
Union °aunty;IR:, We-Wiis--the
son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel Lynn.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Lynn of Ware, Ill.; three
sons, Paul, associate professor
in the Department of Industry
Arthur B. Lander, Sr., of and Technology at Murray
Louisville died this morning at State University, Glenn of Hazel
3:25 at the Murray-Calloway Crest, Ill., and Raymond of
Cicero, Ill.; one stepson, Robert
County Hospital.
He was 63 years of age and Lynn of Caseyville, Ill.; three
stepdaugh
ters, Mrs. Viola
was a retired General Electric
factory worker. He was visiting Rendlernan of East St. Louis,
in the area at the time he W., Mrs. Dorothy Penrod of
became ill and was hospitalized East Corondolet, Ill., and Mrs.
Opal Daisy of Benton, Ill.; one
here.
Funeral and burial services sister, Miss Faerie Lynn of
will be held at Hopkinsville with Anna, Ill.; three grandchildren;
the Fuqua-Hinton Funeral six step grandchildren.
Home, Hopkinsville, in charge
Funeral services were held
Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at the
of the arrangements.
Norris and son Funeral Home,
Jonesboro, Ill., with Rev.
Robert Shook officiating. Burial
was in the Jonesboro Cemetery.

Will car of future
have 2 engines.

BONN, West Germany
The West German government is sponsoring research
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Art Workshop
Scheduled At
Murray State

1Pri STOCK MARKEPA'

nate, export markets will be
lost, housing starts will be
sharply reduced and jobs for
American workers will be permanently destroyed," Bellmon
said.
"Congress, if it is responsible, must find a way to reduce the deficit to manageable
levels."
Ford signed the budget message in his Oval Office with
members of the White House
Office of Management and
Budget staff, including outgoing
director Roy Ash, on hand.
Despite its huge deficit, Ford
said "the budget ... is acornpassionate one. It has muscle
as well. It has discipline and
honest self-denial. It is a start
in a new direction along the
permanent road of fiscal integrity which Americans must
achieve for the long term economic good of the country."
Never before has the federal
government planned to borrow
so much in peace-time, and
only during the war year of
1943 was there a great deficit
— $54.8 billion.

Baritone Recital
To Be Held Tuesday
Robert Forster, baritone, will
present his junior recital in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center at
Murray State University at 8:15
p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 4.
Foster, a student of Prof. Carl
Rogers, will be accompanied by
Cindy Hartwell, piano and
organ.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service February 3, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act_ 2541 Est. 775
Barrows & Gilts .75 to 1.00 Sows
Over 500 !kis. steady under 500
lbs. 1.00 to 1.50 lower
US 1-2200-230 lbs. *38.00-38.50 a
few $39.00
US 1-3 190-240 lbs. $37.75-38.00
US 2-4 240-280 lbs. $37.00-37.75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $36.50-37.0
0
Sows
US 1-2 27046-b., $32.00-33.00
US 1-3 350-450
f.00-37.00
US 1-3 450-850 lbs. $35.00-36.00
US 2,3 300-500 lbs. $30.00-31.00
Boars Z.00-27.00

Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W. R. Grace
Texaco
General Elec.
GAF Corp.
Campbell Soup
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Holiday Inn
Disney
Franklin Mint

7;4 +¼
28 -/
1
2
451,4 -1/4
24 +%
25% -Si
38% +/
1
4
10%+½
33 +;41
38%)
28% +84
28% •
/
3
4
14% -%
7% unc
30% +
14% +l4

Special Education
Workshop Scheduled
Four faculty members from
the Department of Special
Education at Murray State
University will conduct a
Special Education Workshop on
the campus for special
education teachers in Purchase
Educational
Development
District Region 1 Thursday,
Feb. 6.

A Children's Art Workshop
for students in grades three
through eight will be held at
Murray State University during
the spring semester with the
first of 10 Saturday class
sessions scheduled Feb. 15.
Tom Spoerner, assistant
professor of art and director of
the workshop, said participants
will receive individual instruction in drawing, painting,
ceramics, wood sculpture,
batik, and enameling.
Limited to 20 students, the
workshop will meet from 9:30 to
11:30 a. m. on the following
Saturdays: Feb. 15 and 22,
March 1,8 and 15, April 5, 12, 19
and 26 and May 3. The first
meeting will be in Room 422 of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
Spoerner will plan and teach
all sessions, assisted by undergraduate art students at
Murray State who are studying
to be art teachers.
A fee of V25 per student will
cover both the costs of
materials and instruction.
Projects made by the students
become their property to take
home.
Emphasizing that the first 20
applications returned with the
fee will make up the enrollment
of the workshop, Spoerner said
interested parents should
respond as soon as possible to
be assured of a slot.
Applications or further information may be obtained
from the Art Department Office
or from Tom Spoerner, Art
Department. Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071
telephone 502 762-37841.

R. L Cooper Will

Scheduled from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. in meeting rooms at Roy
Stewart Stadium, the session
will be focuserion current topics
R. L. Cooper, administrator
in special education. The
faculty members and their of the Calloway and Marshall
County health departments, will
topics are:
be the speaker for the WedBillie Downing, "Resource nesday
noon luncheon at the
Room Development;" Bonnie United
Campus Ministry'.
Tucker, "Behavior Disorders
and Management;" Dr. Doris
This will be the third in a
Conner, "Educational series of programs dealing with
Materials," and Dr. Richard the University's Role in
Tucker, "Learning Regional Services. Cooper will
speak to the topic from the point
of view of a public agency
Sponsored by the Purchase
Cooper is also one of Calloway
Educational
Development County's representa
tives on the
District, the workshop is
Purchase Area Development
designed to provide inservice
Council.
for 92 teachers within
the—iwo earimr presentations an
region. A total oi -76 are pre
the theme were given by
enrolled.
University faculty members,
Murray State University
Dr. Roy Kirk and Dr. Maxine
faculty participation in the
McCants.
workshop is provided through
The UCM luncheons are held
the Center for Improvement of
each Wednesday from 12:30 to
Educational Opportunity, which
1:30 at 202 N. 15th Street. The
is the regional services vehicle
public is invited to attend. For
of the Department of Special
information or reservations call
Education.
753-3531.

Speak At Luncheon

VACATION IN

FLORIDA
0:40-41ME NTS

at St. Petersburg Belch
:
'
Ich Gulf of Mexico
Orr a beach long enough with
enough to build every one of
your dream castles. Thw 7 mile long
island has everything under the sun
you're looking for and Gulf Winds
family -sized apartments on
the
beach stretch your
budget to include
-n s
more fun for your
vacation dollar

sand

RELAX LUXURIOUSLY
YET INFORMALLY
1.000 lest of white sandy
beach heated swimrrung
pool air-conditioned
apartrn•nts with kitchenette
I,.. TV, large g•rclen patios.
free poolside lounges and
free parking. Boating.
fishing, nightlife, shopping
nearby Lonely Garden
Room Restaurant •nct
Lounges on premises
Bank Americard,
Mastv Charg• accepted
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BEDROOM

USING DINING

FLOOR PLAN
ONE BE01100M APT

1'
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?.

RATES Nc:thrv April 'r
30
From $1
er person,
•
iouble occupancy_
•
$3 for extra person
PHONE )8131 367-1927
Ma.I coupon for color brochure, rukart,e,
floe/ erar,
and complete hat or rate,

ST. PETERSBURG BEACH • FLORIDA
41100 Sunset Way
si einersoare Beach. Pod.33706
Please send information to
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